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Executive Summary
This report focuses on two unusual but strategically important British communities overseas. It
builds on the findings of 252 survey responses, interviews, a focus group and research to give a
detailed summary of who the British communities in Brussels and Washington DC are, what their
needs are and how the UK Government can better support them and other Britons around the
world.
The report shows how the UK can learn lessons from other countries (with the examples of Ireland,
Italy and France examined in more detail) and from its own Embassies in smaller countries about
how to work effectively with it is citizens abroad to strengthen the UK’s influence and information
gathering. The reports argues that the FCDO should seek to create a British Citizens Abroad (or
‘Global Britons’) unit able to work in a crosscutting way and a Minister should have one of their
named responsibilities being support for. They should develop a new ‘UK Citizens Abroad strategy’
to provide a clear direction of travel for all Government engagement with British citizens overseas.
This should be supported on the ground by, ideally dedicated, staff with a specific responsibility for
engagement with these communities and a budget to support such work. The FCDO also needs to
improve the way it records, retains and shares information about key individuals and organisations.
There is scope to better support the British communities, and wider British interests by making the
British presence in Brussels and Washington DC (and other cities) more accessible and engaging. This
could include changing the physical space to make it more suitable for community functions and
activities. This report envisages part of the UK space in Brussels and Washington DC being
reimagined as flexible and welcoming hubs for the British community, of people and businesses, in
those cities. It argues that diplomats should be encouraged and empowered to host more events
and activities, both targeted at engaging specific target groups (such as information events, training
sessions and sector networking opportunities) and a broader range of cultural events that relevant
people in the local British communities should be invited to as part of a wider engagement strategy.
Information sharing through an enhanced web presence, more social media outreach and dedicated
email bulletins targeted at the UK communities in both cities. The report argues that the FCDO
should look at ways to improve consular capacity in Brussels to assist with post-Brexit bureaucracy.
The report argues that British citizens can become partners in helping the UK achieve its foreign
policy goals, as strategic soft power asset, if that partnership is based on trust and can be shown to
be mutually beneficial. It therefore makes a number of recommendations for the UK Government to:








Develop a new UK Strategy for Citizens Abroad, with a dedicated unit at the FCDO and staff
in embassies and missions to deliver that strategy, supervised by an identified Minister
Improve information management through a new Customer Relations Management (CRM)
or other system to share information about key networks and retain institutional memory
Reimagine embassies, in part, as a flexible hubs for the British community and businesses
Invest in engagement with the British communities in Brussels and Washington through both
professional and social events and activities
Improve online Embassy engagement with the British communities through improved
websites, social media presence and regular email newsletters
Deliver on the commitment to end the 15 year cap on overseas voting rights, help people to
vote and reconsider Parliamentary representation in the context of House of Lords reform
Enable consular services to better support complex case handling in country
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Introduction: Understanding the unique British communities in Brussels
and Washington DC
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

By Adam Hug and Poppy Ogier1
British people can be found all around the world, often playing important roles in the political and
economic life of the countries in which they live. They can be found in senior roles in international
institutions, NGOs, academia, the foreign media and a range of roles in businesses located across the
world. However, the publicly accessible research into their importance to international perceptions
of Britain and the ways they interact with the UK Government is extremely limited and dates from
over a decade ago in a report by the IPPR.2 The communities they form differ from place to place
and are sometimes notably separate from others where they live, whether as high status ‘expats’ in
international enclaves or British retirees in the sunnier parts of Europe carving out a somewhat older
way of life than many of their compatriots back home or the countries they now find themselves in.
For others they are fully integrated into the lives and lifestyle of the places they moved to, with
varying degrees of affinity to other British people in their new surroundings.
In this small project we cannot try to capture the scale, diversity and scope of the British
communities abroad or address all the different challenges they face. What we are trying to do is
look at two specific communities with a number of similarities (and some differences), British people
living in Brussels and Washington DC, (one as the capital of the United States, the other as the
multinational capital of the European Union with an English speaking bubble that makes it easier to
communicate even for those who are not part of it). This, at least partially, English speaking
environment comprises a substantively different context than for British communities in many other
world cities, the experience being described as ‘abroad for beginners’ in a focus group.3 However,
through the our work on these two cities, and the examples given in the sections below by AndraLucia Martinescu highlighting how other countries engage with their citizens abroad, there are a
number of ideas and policy recommendations that can be applied to how the UK engages its citizens
abroad more broadly.
The project has two main roots. Firstly the Foreign Policy Centre (FPC) has recently conducted the
Understanding the Romanian Diaspora project, led by Andra-Lucia Martinescu, which showed
amongst other things the diverse ways in which the Romanian Government seeks to strategically
engage with its diaspora through its Department for Romanians Abroad and provide support and
services to it.4 The second element was through the FPC’s work on UK soft power as part of our
‘Finding Britain’s role in a changing world’ series focused on the Integrated Review.5 As part of this
work we spoke to several British experts and leaders based in Brussels and Washington DC who
noted that they had limited to no contact with the UK Government presence in their city, despite the
influential roles they personally played in shaping EU, US or international policy discussions.

1

Adam Hug became Director of the Foreign Policy Centre (FPC) in November 2017. He had previously been the Policy Director at the FPC
from 2008–2017. His research focuses on human rights and governance issues, particularly in the former Soviet Union. He also writes on
UK and EU foreign policy.
Poppy Ogier is the Events and Projects Manager at the FPC.
2 Tim Finch, Holly Andrew and Maria Latorre, Global Brit: Making the most of the British diaspora, IPPR, 2010,
https://www.ippr.org/files/publications/pdf/global-brit_2010.pdf
3 The respondent was referring to Brussels but it was concurred with by US-based respondents. This may also apply in English speaking
developed countries which are part of the British Commonwealth such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand have a number of shared
cultural touch points as well as a shared language.
4 Andra-Lucia Martinescu and Alina Balatchi-Lupascu, Understanding the Romanian Diaspora, FPC, November 2020,
https://fpc.org.uk/publications/understanding-the-romanian-diaspora/
5 For more on the ‘Finding Britain’s role in a changing world’ programme see: https://fpc.org.uk/programmes/finding-britains-role-in-theworld/
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So this report aims to increase understanding about the British communities who live in Brussels and
Washington DC, with a particular focus on the ways in which the UK Government engages with
them, both in terms of consular and pastoral support but also in the context of informing and
achieving its foreign policy objectives. It has sought to find out what more those British communities
wanted to see from the Government, what engagement is currently being done directly related to
policy issues and identify the role played by social and cultural activities (in both providing
opportunities and space for discussion). Following on from that analysis, it suggests some
approaches the FCDO, and other departments, can use to find new ways to reach out to these and
other British communities abroad, explaining why it is in the interests of the Government to do so
(including intelligence gathering, message dissemination and input into thought leadership) and
examining what those communities are looking for from the UK Government.
We have conducted the project through a mixture of desk-based research (including mapping of the
existing diaspora-focused groups), interviews with relevant people and organisations, holding a small
focus group and most particularly through a widely shared and publicly accessible survey. The initial
intention of the survey was to provide informal and qualitative feedback from British people living in
(or having recently lived in) Brussels or Washington DC. The survey met this initial objective in the
case of Washington DC with 24 respondents who provided us with their views and priorities.
However, the level of community interest in Brussels in the project was significant, with an above
expectation of 232 filling in the survey, which enables us to develop a much more detailed picture
from the data they provided.6 Given the disparity between the response rates their answers will be
discussed by city, so as to avoid the Brussels perspective dominating any aggregate results. We also
reached out to a number of different British expatriates in other smaller country contexts who were
involved in activities that seek to influence the behaviour of their host country to see the extent to
which their experience of engagement with British Embassies differed and what lessons might be
learned. The second section of this report gives an overview of how Ireland, France and Italy conduct
their diaspora relations with a view seeing what can be learned from their approaches.
Who these communities are
There is some debate about the applicability of the term ‘diaspora’ to these particular communities
in Brussels and Washington DC. The emphasis of the dictionary definitions of diaspora can vary
leading to somewhat different interpretations. For the purposes of this research the definition ‘a
group of people who spread from one original country to other countries, or the act of spreading in
this way’ would be most appropriate but it can also be ‘people settled far from their ancestral
homelands’, a framing which can rest uneasily for those who can be in London in two hours on the
Eurostar and whose presence in Brussels was until recently framed participation in a shared
multinational project.7
The IPPR thought the British population overseas has the ‘following characteristics which qualify
them as a diaspora:
• They are a clearly identifiable and self-identifying national group
• They have a sense of empathy and connection with other Britons in their country of
 Residence and in other countries overseas
• They retain an attachment to the UK and an interest in its affairs
• They demonstrate at least some ‘diasporic consciousness’, through setting up British
 Clubs or business networks
• They mobilise collectively or show a willingness to be mobilised.’8
6

A few of the surveys were not completed until the end but the data set out here captures the totality of information provided for each
question.
7 Cambridge Dictionary, Meaning of diaspora in English, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/diaspora
8 Tim Finch, Holly Andrew and Maria Latorre, Global Brit: Making the most of the British diaspora, IPPR, 2010,
https://www.ippr.org/files/publications/pdf/global-brit_2010.pdf
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For the two communities in Brussels and Washington DC some of these criteria apply to some
people more than others, with particular variability in Brussels. There was a slight majority, but far
from universal agreement, from the survey and respondents focus groups that diaspora was a
suitable term to describe the identity of British people in Brussels. Some in Brussels saw their
experience (when the UK was part of the EU) as being sui generis and are only gradually evolving
their identity to one of being diasporans (or for a minority ending their active affiliation to the UK
entirely, retaining their identity as Europeans/EU citizens and sometimes gaining Belgian or other EU
nationality).
Almost all responses to the diaspora question expressed some caveat, one way or another, reflecting
the complexity of the situation and the ongoing pain over Brexit for that community. One
respondent said that ‘Brussels is a foreign country for everyone’, a sentiment that applies to those
working in or living near the ‘Brussels bubble’ (a mostly Anglophone but not British group of people
whose life in Brussels is centred around its role as the capital of the EU rather than the capital of
Belgium). Another respondent described ‘Brussels as living abroad for beginners’ and for many
(almost certainly most) it was ‘Brexit [that] amplified the distance, both physically & psychologically,
compared to what it used to be’. It is perhaps unsurprising, but still worth noting, that a number of
Scottish respondents found that the process of Brexit had strengthened their affiliation to Scotland
whilst weakened it to Britain or Britishness as a whole, with similar reactions from people who were
already dual nationals prior to Brexit (which has generated many more of them).
Engagement on this question in Washington DC was more limited, with less of an issue around EU
identity, but also the concept of being an ‘immigrant’ being particularly relevant in a US context.
Washington DC is a very international city, but also very American as the nation’s capital (more so
than Brussels feels uniquely Belgian given the size of the European Quarter). Overall the term ‘expat’
was not seen as relevant by the focus group respondents because of negative connotations and no
real sense that the communities and networks they were part of were somehow separate from the
wider communities of the city they lived in as they were often part of multinational but Anglophone
interest groups. However, it is worth noting that a number of British social media and online
community groups in Washington DC use the ‘expat’ framing.
So, what unites these two cities and many of the British people who live in them? It is the
substantively different role of the English language compared to many other settings and the unique
number of jobs that seek to influence the decision-making of two of the world’s most important
strategic players. In both cases, for those Brits working in these particular policy spaces at least,
there is a diverse community within the city in which they can not only speak their native language
(English), but also find shared interests with others of many nationalities who are doing similar jobs
or have similar objectives. This is a different experience than for British communities in countries
where the number of English speakers is smaller or the pool of international (or local) experts doing
similar things to them is much reduced. Many British people in Washington DC and Brussels, though
far from all, can be found in international institutions, NGOs, academia, the foreign media and a
range of businesses where the professional and social networks are predominantly transnational.
This means that for many, British Community organisations or the institutions of the British
Government (such as the Embassy, or in the Brussels case UKMis, or affiliated organisations such as
the British Council) are a less central part of the community or diasporan experience.
Brussels
It is somewhat difficult to find a comprehensive figure for the size of the British Community in
Brussels. However, it is possible to get a general picture of the size of British Community in Belgium.
In the most recently available data from Statbel, the Belgian Office for Statistics there was a British
7
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population total of 21,403 in 2018. The data itself is likely to be fairly accurate, given that nationality
is documented as part of Belgium’s mandatory ID card system, but the total figure contained 1,036
who obtained a new nationality during that year, 4.8% of the total population, leaving a residual
population of 20,367. This following a peak of 6% change with British people obtaining a new
nationality in 2017.9 Though most of these people will be dual nationals they will no longer show up
in Belgian statistics as British. The trend of naturalisation continued apace in 2019 with 1,403 British
people taking Belgian citizenship as the end of free movement approached (as figures for new
arrivals have not been provided so it is difficult to produce an accurate 2019 total).10 The 2015 UN
Migrant stock date estimated the number of those born in the UK and living in Belgium at 27,335
prior to the result of the Brexit referendum.11 Unlike the situation in the United States it is clear from
discussions with local groups that Brussels and its surrounding areas are likely to be home to many if
not most of the British people in Belgium.
The UK diplomatic presence in Brussels is centred on 10 Avenue d’Auderghem, home to both the UK
Mission to the EU (UKMis, formerly known as UKREP - the United Kingdom Representation to the
European Union) and the British Embassy Brussels which focuses on Belgium. The embassy team is
commensurate with the needs of a country the size of Belgium, though some in the British
community still miss its former premises on Rue d’Arlon which they found more accessible than the
current co-located premises. UKMis is currently slowly reducing in size from a current complement
of around 190 personnel, comprising a mixture of FCDO diplomats and civil servants from domestic
departments following developments in relevant areas of EU policy. The transition from being a
direct actor in EU policy development as UKREP, to being a third party seeking to influence from the
outside will require a process of adjustment to adopt the full range of diplomatic engagement tools
to make an impact, something that this report will in part address as it relates to the diaspora.
This UK presence is complemented by an active representation of the devolved Governments
(respondents have noted the particularly intensive and wide-reaching presence of the Scottish
Government, even more so post-Brexit), offices of some local authorities and HMG affiliated
organisations such as the British Council. These government organisations sit alongside UK trade and
sector bodies such as the CBI and British Chamber of Commerce (EU & Belgium) in an emerging
umbrella body called BBUKOO (Brussels Based UK Officer and Organisations), currently chaired by
the MAKE UK representative in Brussels Fergus McReynolds. BBUKOO is seen by UKMis as a critical
interlocutor and diplomats have been active in supporting the development of the group, assisting
them to hold events on a range of different issues including sustainability/transport/mutual
recognition. BBUKOO is a forum for discussion rather than a representative body that can take
formal lobbing positions, given the presence of government bodies within its membership. Some
British groups also retain their membership of pan-European representative bodies, for example the
CBI is still part of Business Europe and Tech UK is still part of Digital Europe.12 The recently formed
EU-UK Forum provides a network through which UK and European partners can talk to each other,
hosted by Paul Adamson’s Forum Europe and Encompass organisations, though Brussels based
British members are in the minority overall.

9

STATBEL, Every month, 90 Britons on average apply for Belgian nationality, March 2019, https://statbel.fgov.be/en/news/every-month90-britons-average-apply-belgian-nationality
10 Gabriela Galindo, Brits third-largest group among over 30,000 new Belgian citizens in 2019, The Brussels Times, January 2020,
https://www.brusselstimes.com/belgium/89323/brits-third-largest-group-among-over-30000-new-belgian-citizens-in-2019-britishitalians-poles-romanians/
11 UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, International Migration, International migrant stock 2015,
https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/data/estimates2/estimates15.asp; On the ONS website, data on Brits
living abroad has not been updated since 2011: ONS, What information is there on British migrants living in Europe?: Jan 2017,
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/internationalmigration/articles/whatinformationisthe
reonbritishmigrantslivingineurope/jan2017
12 Business Europe, Members, https://www.businesseurope.eu/members; Digital Europe, Our national trade association members,
https://www.digitaleurope.org/ntas/
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The UK political parties have historically had an active presence in Brussels with members working in
the European Parliament and in a range of different NGOs, sector organisations and lobbying
opportunities. This may gradually change in future without the central role played by UK MEPs and
people working for them.
At a broader community level sits the Brussels British Community Association who describe their
membership as being broadly split between those working in or around the EU and those who just
happen to live in Brussels for other reasons.13 One of its leaders said ‘Membership to groups tends to
be older generations who have been here longer. Younger cohorts tend not to be here very long.
However, post-Brexit their events have had much more engagement as people became more aware
of their Britishness.’ The BBCA organises a range of different community events centred around
shared British connections rather than direct reference to the EU and they are more analogous to
similar diasporan organisations in other countries. Beyond them are range of smaller groups and
organisations such as the British Charitable Fund (established to support British people in need in
Belgium in the wake of the Battle of Waterloo in 1815) and the Brussels British School, many of
which predate the UK’s period of membership in the EU.14 Some organisation takes place online
informally through groups such as the 2216 member Brussels British Network on MeetUp.com. It is
also worth noting the existence of the Stone Manor British Store which made it into the British
headlines when it struggled to get access to imports of British food such as custard creams in the
weeks following the UK’s exit from the Single Market and Customs Union.15
What our survey said: Brussels
11% - Retired
2% - Student

3% - Other

16% - Employee in the
private sector

10% - Self-employed
5% - Employee in the
public sector
5% - Owner of a company
1% - Employee in
academia
9% - Employee in the NGO
sector

3% - Employee in an
international institution or
agency
34% - Employee in an EU institution

Diagram 1: Occupation by respondents in Brussels
13

Brussels British Community Association, https://bbca.wildapricot.org/
There are a number of British focused groups (or those with a significant British presence including: the British Charitable Fund (BE),
https://www.bcfund.be/; Community Help Service (BE) – since 1971 for English speaking expat communities of Belgium (originally for
British & American), https://www.chsbelgium.org/en/;
Royal British Legion (Brussels chapter), http://branches.britishlegion.org.uk/branches/brussels;
Brussels Women’s Club (originally British & Commonwealth Women’s Club of Brussels), https://brusselswomens.club/; English-speaking
Union (BE – Brussels chapter), https://www.esu.org/;
Welsh Society of Brussels (BE), https://cymdeithas.blogspot.com/?fbclid=IwAR1zBZreas_WZIrmvKo_vOCp5PgSMiXLRQxxmBvT7fIY_dClAOk3HE-PMk; NTAB (National Trust Association Supporters in BE), https://ntab.be/aboutntab/; The Wednesday Club (a social club for English speaking older people), http://www.the-wednesday-club.org/; Brussels Shakespeare
Society (since 1975), http://shaksoc.theatreinbrussels.com/; Brussels Bronte Group (2006), https://www.thebrusselsbrontegroup.org/; 1st
Brussels (British) Scouts 1110 FOS, http://www.1stbrussels.be/;
English-speaking Churches Together (Brussels), https://churchestogether.be/; British School in Brussels,
https://www.britishschool.be/
15 Stone Manor, The British Store, http://www.stonemanor.uk.com/shop-online/; Adam Forrest, Brexit: British supermarket chain in EU
sees bare shelves and early closures, Independent, February 2021, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-britishsupermarket-brussels-eu-b1799676.html
14
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The survey respondent group was a broad mix of the Brussels population but the largest individual
group were employees in an EU institution. As of April 2020, after the UK had left the EU, there were
1,151 British Nationals still working in EU institutions (including 701 in the Commission and 244 in
the Parliament), 79 of which answered the survey.16 Of the 232 total respondents, only 61 said that
they were involved in a British community run or focused organisation, information that tallied with
the written answers and interview data which confirmed that many such groups were geared
towards those who had been living longer in Brussels and on average those who may be less
connected to the multinational community provided through involvement in the Brussels bubble.
It was useful to note that of the respondents 16% had never had any contact with UKMis or the
British Embassy and 51% of residents had been in touch with them less than once a year.
16% - Never

1% - Daily
18 % - Several times a year

2% - Once a month

12% - Once a year

51% - Less than once a
year

Diagram 2: Frequency of interaction with UK authorities in Brussels
Of those who had interacted with UK authorities there was a mixed response about the experience.
4% - Excellent
15% - Above average
38% - Needs improvement

44% - Average

Diagram 3: Description of interaction with UK authorities in Brussels

16

This would make the 79 respondents from an EU institution here at least 6.8% of the total number of British people still based at the
institutions.
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The period after the referendum was a hugely difficult time for the British community in Brussels.
There was huge anger at the result and at their inability to vote in the referendum. Many of the
British community in Brussels were (and are) people who had committed to the European project as
part of their British identity to the extent that they went to live and work in Brussels, and faced
uncertainty about their futures and their sense of identity. It was also a challenging time for the
representatives of the UK Government in Brussels on the ground trying to respond to those
concerns. The structure of the UK-EU negotiations provided little information that could be passed
on to diplomats on the ground who were dealing with Brussels residents in need of practical answers
to their problems.
The inability of the UK’s presence in Brussels to provide answers and the limited role they could play
during the Brexit process was and is a clear point of friction. A recurring theme was that British
officials needed to try to be more welcoming, that when they were welcoming they should have a
more substantive response (‘Nice canapés.... minimal substance’), that they should listen more and
that they show more empathy when responding to community anger. These responses, when set in
context of the respondents’ other answers, clearly attest to the pain felt during the Brexit transition,
with local diplomats placed in an impossible position. Overcoming the legacy of the 2016-2020
period will be hugely important going forwards.

Diagram 4: Responses by frequency of issues to the question on how interactions with the UK
authorities could be improved (Brussels respondents)
The most common answers to the question ‘what more could have been done to improve their
interactions’ with UKMis and the Embassy (after issues relating to Brexit) were variations on ‘more
outreach’, ‘more proactive’, ‘better contact’ or ‘better communications’. Other respondents
complained of the inconsistent nature of UK outreach noting ‘Outreach is sporadic, sometimes
frequent/regular, other times not’. Another respondent replied that diplomats should ‘be in listening
mode occasionally not just transmit’ and that there needs to be a ‘very active and enduring
stakeholder engagement manager – [a] primary post not a secondary duty.’
Suggestions for improvement in their interactions with UKMis and the Embassy included a number
of practical suggestions in terms of making the UK presence in Brussels more accessible. This
includes: improving the websites (both in terms of design and amount of relevant content,
something probably in part restricted by the consolidation into the Gov.uk website architecture); an
11
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online newsletter targeted at a Brussels based audience; more social media activity (one respondent
noted that the ‘monthly Facebook Q&A is good’); improvements to how phone calls are handled and
response times; further use of online information adverts; and a request for the Embassy and UKMis
to run a survey of British people in Brussels asking for their priorities.17 The lack of full consular
support was a major bugbear for longer-standing residents of Brussels, with one respondent
acerbically saying if the ‘consulate actually provided services it would help’. There was also a desire
to, in this and other sections, for more cultural interactions and an ‘improved community focus’.
34% of Brussels survey respondents had previously interacted with the British Government, through
their work or personal activism, with a view to influencing the policy-making of the EU. When this
group was asked what would have improved their interactions with UKMis and the Embassy, many
of the answers showed a perception of the UK Government as historically (in the UKREP days) being
somewhat aloof. A roundtable participant described what they saw as a ‘historic wariness to
schmooze’ and that some UK diplomats in Brussels may have previously seen themselves as ‘being
above using networking to project influence to the EU institutions’ and that ‘personal connections or
acting on personal networks, were perceived as distasteful’, something of a handicap for all but the
biggest players in the intense Brussels networking environment.
19% - Yes - through my
work

4% - Yes - in a personal
capacity
11% - Yes - through my
work and in a personal
capacity
67% - No

Diagram 5: Nature of interactions with UK authorities in Brussels in regards to the development of
policy of practice
A number of relevant comments in the survey included:
 ‘I used to contact British diplomats in UKREP who were part of relevant working groups on
topics I was working on as a lobbyist for a global charity. They were not that accessible or
open to be honest. The fact I am British never seemed to help me whereas I know it did for
friends with other nationalities when approaching their govt. I felt it was a missed
opportunity for the govt and for me. Couldn't understand why they wouldn't use me. Perhaps
because UK was one of the big 3 EU countries. Maybe they would be more accessible now
the UK is a third country in Brussels.’
 ‘More active contact and engagement by them; more use of the UK citizens working in
Brussels as an active network supporting UK policy making etc. So many wasted
opportunities compared with all the other European Countries and even others based in
Brussels’.

17

UK Mission to the European Union, The UK Mission to the EU (UKMis Brussels) ensures the UK’s interests are promoted and explained to
EU member states and the EU institutions, Gov.uk, https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/uk-mission-to-the-eu; British Embassy
Brussels, Gov.uk, https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british-embassy-brussels
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‘Embassy services are basic only. Mission to the EU is relatively good on policy issues,
although not as engaging with the private sector as those of EU countries (and non-EU
missions).’
‘More two-way policy discussions, rather than one institution lobbying the other’ and ‘they
could have invited me at least once a year and cultivated a relationship’.
‘It will be much harder for them to build a network now, post-Brexit when they need
information more than ever, than it would have been to maintain an existing network if
they'd put the work in pre-Brexit.’

The perceived British reticence was often set in contrast to the perceptions of other countries
operating in Brussels. A roundtable participant noted that people ‘used to moan about Germany
getting its way too much in Brussels. What often gets overlooked is how networked and powerful
their diaspora lobby is here.’ A leading figure in the lobbying sector noted that while the British
Embassy has few events that bring in the diaspora, ‘the Italians have [an event] every other week’
which helps them make an impact in Brussels. This makes sense given the more diaspora focused
structures of those countries set out in the section in this report by Andra-Lucia Martinescu. A
number of British people working to influence the EU made the strong case for the UK to understand
the need for mutual intelligence sharing with those lobbying on policy issues impacting the EU, a two
way street, to end a culture where many British campaigners and lobbyists feel they have a closer
and more productive relationship with representatives of other EU countries.
When all respondents were asked the question ‘What would make you more or less likely to engage
with the UK Embassy or Mission on policy issues or other areas in which the UK may be seeking to
influence the US Government or EU?’(Q.16) the top answers were variations on the UK finding a
more positive relationship with the EU or to attempt to rejoin it. However, the desire for more
outreach in its various forms was the top day to day measure suggested. There was also a desire to
be listened to and to be shown a sign that what they say (as people who understand how the EU
works) might have some influence on public policy towards it with answers including: ‘being invited,
creating space for the networking amongst us; having a genuine interest in the expert views we can
offer’; ‘Review why this was never done while we were members of the EU’; ‘UK should make a better
effort to understand the contribution I could bring’; and an ‘indication that my engagement will be
reciprocated, a sense that it makes a difference’.
One respondent bluntly said that a desire to collaborate would be ‘More likely if they engaged with
me consistently and gave the impression they actually gave a **** about me as a citizen. I would be
less inclined if they approached me in a way that is obviously transactional. E.g. I nearly declined to
attend a reception at UKMis in Brussels at the beginning of the year because I felt I had finally
received an invite after all these years of being ignored now the Government realised they might
actually need people like me in their network. I'm not naive. I'm happy to be 'useful' to the
Government, but do need them to invest in the relationship more consistently.’
For some of the respondents, the role of the UK Government in facilitating community networks
would be helpful in making them more willing to engage on issues. These included: ‘A true desire to
bring together and nurture the community of Brits abroad’; ‘Organise talks, information or cultural
events’; ‘Social/informational events or network’; ‘Open and transparent procedures, better
organisation of British people based here Post COVID, a social gathering. The UK needs to run more
social events for UK diaspora that bring us in and connect us. Make us feel part of the team’; and
‘More socials and exchange of ideas events’.
A number of respondents noted that even when the UK was an active member of the EU (pre-2016)
the level of engagement between the British Government and British citizens working in the EU
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institutions was weak, when compared to the engagement between other member states and their
nationals in the institutions (one focus group attendee suggested this might have been due to a
combination of such activities seen as not aligning with a British ‘sense of fair play’ and due to
disorganisation). While recognising some of the sensitivities around the fact that UK nationals in the
institutions act on behalf of the EU as a whole, which may have necessitated some safeguards
around HMG engagement with those British nationals who were their secondees, but this was
clearly a missed opportunity for soft contact and networking that could have been mutually
beneficial. New sensitivities arise for engaging with UK citizens who remain working in the
institutions post Brexit, but a bigger factor would seem to be, as evidenced in the survey and
discussions, the sense of abandonment felt by many of those in the institutions and the impact
Brexit has on their own career and life trajectories. So the UK starts from a low base but given that
renewed engagement with officials must be a central part of the UK’s wider diplomatic strategy in
Brussels and for the EU, sensitive and appropriate engagement with British officials would seem to
be an important part of the outreach and lobbying work that the UK will particularly need to do as a
third country. Particularly post Brexit there is also scope for ‘more pastoral care of UK staff in EU
institutions’ through outreach and where possible consular assistance.

Table 1: Issues that would make the respondent more or less willing to interact with the UK
Government (Brussels respondents)
Based on the suggestions of initial interviews and desk research the survey asked about four areas
that could be of most of interest to British people living in Brussels. From the responses it was clear
that the issue of removing the 15 year time limit on British citizens’ right to vote was the most
popular issue that would make people more willing to engage (86% of respondents). Retaining the
right to vote is one of the most common ways in which diaspora communities retain a political
connection to their homeland. At the moment the number of overseas voters remains very low with
only 233,000 registered for the 2019 General Election out of a UK overseas population of more than
five million and there are currently a number of barriers to voting overseas.18 There is the
requirement to re-register every year, a function of the UK’s individual voter registration, which will
see people dropping off the electoral rolls through oversight. Secondly, there is not the facility to
vote in person at Embassies or Consulates, something that acts as a major point of diaspora
engagement in many other countries, leaving a reliance on postal votes (with a number of
respondents claiming they did not receive their postal vote papers in time for them to be returned
18

Neil Johnston, Research Briefing: Overseas voters, UK Parliament, June 2020, https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/researchbriefings/sn05923/; Gov.uk, Voting if you more or live abroad, https://www.gov.uk/voting-when-abroad
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to the UK for counting).19 Thirdly, there is an automatic disenfranchisement for people who have
been out of the UK more than 15 years, the main source of disgruntlement on voting for long-term
British citizens living overseas. The current Government has committed to reforming this criteria
saying ‘we will make it easier for British expats to vote in Parliamentary elections, and get rid of the
arbitrary 15-year limit on their voting rights.’20 However, despite being in several Conservative Party
Manifestos time has not yet been found to bring forward legislation.
The second most popular practical measure was a desire to improve consular services on the ground
in Brussels. This was backed by 31.4% who said it would make them ‘very willing’ to engage more
with the UK Government and 40.7% who said more willing (72.1% total). This tallied with many of
the written survey responses that asked for greater administrative support for pensions, passports
and more complex cases. There is a clear practical challenge created by the online or virtual
consolidation of certain passport and other functions at a regional and global level .While unpicking
this entire process just for Brussels seems unlikely, the Government could look again at the provision
of additional localised support to deal with more complex cases where knowledge of Belgian law and
practice is necessary and in person meetings would be assist.21 While such an approach would likely
have applicability in all consular contexts and therefore have a notable resource implications at a
time of budget tightening, the Government, however, may wish to consider the Brussels situation in
the context of its strategic position and the issues around new post-Brexit bureaucracy for British
citizens.
Holding UK focused activities, cultural events or activities that could help in ‘creating a sense of
community’ was broadly popular (64.1%) including suggestions such as ‘Fun activities around cultural
events – e.g. Burns night or Firework night party, concerts with British artists. Pub quizzes. Women's
networks. Annual drinks reception. Events focusing on what UK does well -nor only for diaspora but
for broader Brux policy bubble e.g. Diversity gala’, and increased support for existing social and
charitable British community events building on the work done around the Duchess of Richmond’s
Ball (a charity fundraiser in homage to the legend).
Others were after a more direct approach saying it was ‘pointless inviting us for drinks when there's
no content to the event’, with requests for ‘more thematic sessions on specific issues’, ‘training
sessions & workshops’, ‘organising policy discussions with experts like me’ and for a ‘sectorial
approach to communications - defence, security etc.’. One respondent suggested that UKMis should
‘become an information hub assisting, and making recommendations, in financial, legal and other
such areas gathering information on what British people are doing in Brussels and how they could
support British foreign policy goals’. Overall engagement around policy issues (68.1%) was broadly
popular with respondents.

19

‘I would like to vote and would welcome the chance to do so at the embassy as other countries allow their citizens to do. I've registered
for elections via my local authority, but they send the ballots out a week before polling day, which isn't enough time to receive and send
back.’ (Survey respondent)
20 The Conservative and Unionist Party Manifesto 2019, Get Brexit Done, Unleash Britain’s Potential, https://assets-global.websitefiles.com/5da42e2cae7ebd3f8bde353c/5dda924905da587992a064ba_Conservative%202019%20Manifesto.pdf
21 One respondent wrote that the UK should be ‘making actual consular representatives in Belgium available by phone - not general
consular offices based in the UK with little to no understanding of what the policies are elsewhere’.
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1% - Not at all
23% - Not that much

43% - An awful lot

32% - A lot

Diagram 6: Level of willingness to interact with UK institutions dependent on the UK Government of
the day (Brussels respondents)
76% of Brussels respondents said their willingness to engage with UK institutions was either ‘an
awful lot’ (43.2%) or ‘a lot’ (32.2%) dependent on the policies of the UK Government of the day, with
only two people (1.2%) saying it did not matter at all, a clear reflection of the post-Brexit
environment. The strength of feeling bled into the responses to the question that asked if there
were any changes to UK Government policy that would make you more likely to want to engage with
the Government, despite the clear caveat at the start of the question that this was ‘In the absence of
fundamental change to the nature of the…UK-EU relationship’.
When trying to identify small to medium size policy changes that the UK Government could enact
that might help encourage the community in Brussels to engage more, a number of respondents
note in this and in other sections how frustrated they felt about the EU delegation in London not
being granted full diplomatic status, something which makes the UK an international outlier in
relation to the treatment of the EU External Action Service’s rights under the Vienna Convention. It
was seen as an issue of respect, not least for the British people still working in the EU institutions.
The UK’s decision not to participate in the Erasmus student exchange scheme was given by a
number of people as an example of a policy change that could engender a more positive response.
For a number of citizens in Brussels this is not just a question of principle or mood music but
something which could have an impact on their children’s opportunity to study. Similarly concerns
were raised in a small focus group the FPC ran about the fact that after January 2028 UK nationals
living in the EU or EEA will no longer be treated as home students for the purposes of university fees,
making it harder for those young people to study in the UK.22 There was also a request for progress
on the mutual recognition of academic and professional qualifications.
With the ending of free movement new problems have been created for multinational households
(with at least one UK citizen member) who previously would have been able to move in and out of
the UK without bureaucratic difficulties. One respondent remarked that the Government should be
‘removing the minimum income threshold for non-UK partners/spouses wishing to move’, something
that would restore their families rights that were impacted by Brexit but an issue with application
well beyond the scope of this report.23 Efforts to improve UK-EU cooperation on education and
culture issues were mentioned a number of times, including request for the UK and EU to resolve
22
23

Study UK, EU student advice, https://study-uk.britishcouncil.org/moving-uk/eu-students
Though the author agrees it should be looked at as an area for reform.
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issues around the ‘visa free movement of musicians’ and to find new ways to support cultural
exchanges.
A number of more general policy related preferences including ‘clarification of UK's goals on the
world stage’, ‘more foreign policy co-operation with the EU’, a ‘return to an active role in
development cooperation (between the UK and EU)’, ‘digital policy’ and ‘UK Government interest in
engaging with the EU on climate, particularly COP26 in 2021’. There was also a desire for more
support for assisting trade post Brexit with one respondent writing that ‘a consistent increase in
resource to promote UK-EU bilateral trade and investment would make a big difference. Resources
towards European markets has been consistently reduced over many years. The mission has
committed more to stakeholder engagement. This needs to be extended further. It also needs a
collaborative approach rather than a "London knows best" mindset.’
Washington DC
It is even more difficult to estimate the accurate size of the British community in Washington DC.
The US Government does not publish data local data broken down by nationality, however it is
worth noting that the American Community Survey run by the US Census bureau estimated in 2019
that the total number of residents of the District of Columbia born in Europe as a whole was
17,036.24 Although ‘World Region of Birth of Foreign Born: Europe’ may not capture all British
citizens, given that the total figure for Europeans is lower than the number of British people in
Belgium it seems clear that the UK community in DC is a substantially smaller group of people than
the community in Brussels. Part of the reason for this is likely to be that while Washington DC is the
capital of the United States, making it home to the US Federal Government and institutions related
to it, it is only the 20th biggest city in the country, with many other cities having a more significant
role from a commercial perspective so the DC population is only a small fraction of the 700,000 or so
British citizens based in the United States.25 As the US’s biggest city, commercial capital and home of
the United Nations, New York is a particular magnet for international organisations and foreign-born
citizens. For example BritishAmerican Business, the transatlantic trade association created as a result
of the merger between the British-American Chamber of Commerce in the US and the American
Chamber of Commerce in the UK, has its US base in New York, though there is the British-American
Business Association (BABA) Washington DC, based in DC with links to the British Embassy.26
As a result of the smaller number of people there are considerably fewer established British
community organisations based in or centred in Washington DC, though there are a number of
organisations with a UK connection that involve both Americans and British people and a number of
British members including the alumni societies of major UK universities. Online the British Expat/UK
Interest Group (DC, VA & MD) on Meetup has 1,675 members, there is an active Brits in Washington
DC group as part of the Internations, while the British Expats in DC Facebook group has 296 people
following the page though it has not been updated since 2019.27 However, we know that British
people are to be found not only sprinkled across different walks of life as in any important global
city, but in Washington they are involved in think tanks, NGOs, universities, lobbying and

24

United States Census Bureau, District of Columbia from the American Community Survey, 2010-2019,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?g=0400000US11_0500000US11001&tid=ACSDP5Y2019.DP02.
Interestingly the data does report ancestry - English - 36,011 / Scottish - 9,766 / Welsh - 3,142, however it is not possible to cross
reference this with Brits living in the DC area.
25 Ben Judah, A “Washington Strategy” for British Diplomacy, Policy Exchange, February 2021, https://policyexchange.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/A-%E2%80%9CWashington-Strategy%E2%80%9D-for-British-Diplomacy.pdf
26
BritishAmerican Business, https://www.babinc.org/; British-American Business Association (BABA) Washington DC,
https://www.babawashington.org/
27 Meetup, British Expat/UK Interest Group (DC, VA & MD), https://www.meetup.com/dcbrits/; InterNations, Looking for British Expats In
Washington, D.C.?, https://www.internations.org/washington-dc-expats/british; British Expats in Washington DC, Facebook Group,
Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/britsinwashingtondc/
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communications firms that are in active engagement with the institutions of the US Government,
trying to shape its actions.
When looking at our survey, perhaps not surprisingly given the smaller size of the community and
fewer organised community groups through which to disseminate it, there were notable fewer
respondents than in Brussels (albeit at a level closer to what we might have expected when starting
the project). Of the 24 respondents 12 people were currently resident in Washington DC, with a
further 12 responding who had lived there within the last two years (who had either returned to the
UK or were resident in another city- including Brussels- a sign of the international nature of some of
the DC policy community we were looking at). Of these 24, only 6 people (25%) said that they had
been or were involved in British community groups.
The majority of survey respondents had interacted with the British Embassy less than once a year.
However of those who had engaged only 33% said it needed improvement, with 39% above average
and 17% excellent.
5% - Never
11% - Daily

11% - Several times a year

63% - Less than once a
year

11% - Once a year

Diagram 7: Frequency of interaction with UK authorities in Washington DC

Diagram 8: Responses by frequency of issues to the question on how interactions with the UK
authorities could be improved (DC respondents)
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In contrast to the building in Brussels survey respondents and interviewees have said that the US
Embassy in Washington does have good spaces that can be used, but that it was important to share
information about activities more broadly where appropriate. Overall a number of respondents
suggested that the Embassy should host more ‘events, meetings, social gatherings, policy meetings’,
‘networking opportunities’, ‘better outreach, public events, cultural programs’ and that ‘more
cultural outreach and engagement would be good’. A senior British figure in an international
initiative supported by both the US and UK Governments noted the lack of engagement they had
previously had from the Embassy in Washington DC, considerably less than from officials based in
London, and that they might be interested in increasing engagement with diplomats in Washington
DC if there was ‘discussion on policy issues, outreach on areas of expertise and invitations to events
on relevant topics.’ Another said that they were ‘more likely to engage if they believed the Embassy
had expertise that was relevant to their work and if there were funding or networking opportunities’.
Only five respondents said they currently engage with the British Embassy on policy issues but a
number of others said they would like to do so (more than who said they would not).
However, one particular challenge for organising this is, as one roundtable participant responded,
‘the UK Embassy has no idea who’s actually here and has no infrastructure’ to do this work and given
the lack of organised community groups they do not ‘really know where they’d start’. There is clearly
a significant challenge that responsibility for this type of outreach work does not have a natural
home within the Embassy in Washington DC and, in the absence of the additional staffing resource
recommended below, it is likely to require proactive collaboration between the communications,
political and where appropriate consular teams, to avoid duplication and reduce the extent to which
ad hoc initiatives around specific issues do not get built upon.
A British citizen working in a senior role for an institution with close links to the US Government
suggested that ‘the British Embassy should learn from [the] French, German and other EU embassies
in DC - much better outreach’, with those countries’ diaspora’s playing an important linking role that
helps their outreach to US interlocutors. Improving the impact of British diplomacy in Washington
DC will continue to be a strategic goal of the UK Government as a recent report by Ben Judah sets
out.28 Judah rightly notes the ways in which other countries, notably the Irish, utilise ideas of
ancestry and heritage to create affinity and engagement with the DC-based policy community,
something also highlighted in Andra-Lucia Martinescu’s research here around the way Ireland’s
diaspora and soft power strategies are intertwined. As the American Community Survey data shows
36,001 residents of Washington DC list their ancestry as being English, 9,766 as Scottish and 3142 as
Welsh, giving a significant pool of mostly US citizens who may have some form of emotional
attachment to the UK that could be developed further, a process in which UK citizens in DC could
play an important catalysing role.29 With the UK spending significant funds on US-based lobbying
(with $3.1million spent by the UK Government on US lobbying in 2020 through external partners
registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) including Linklaters who have recently
won a £6 million contract for US-UK trade negations), there should be some funding available either
through these initiatives or via the Embassy directly to involve the British community in Washington
DC in such efforts.30

28

Ben Judah, A “Washington Strategy” for British Diplomacy, Policy Exchange, February 2021, https://policyexchange.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/A-%E2%80%9CWashington-Strategy%E2%80%9D-for-British-Diplomacy.pdf
29 United States Census Bureau, District of Columbia from the American Community Survey, 2010-2019,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?g=0400000US11_0500000US11001&tid=ACSDP5Y2019.DP02. Northern Irish Ancestry has been
aggregated within the wider category of Irish.
30 OpenSecrets, Government of the United Kingdom, https://www.opensecrets.org/fara/foreign-principals/D000072117; Hannah Roberts,
Linklaters Wins Lucrative Contract to Advise UK Government on US Trade Talks, Law.com, March 2020,
https://www.law.com/international-edition/2020/03/03/linklaters-wins-lucrative-contract-to-advise-uk-government-on-us-tradetalks/?slreturn=20210125050733
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Table 2: Issues that would make the respondent more or less willing to interact with the UK
Government (DC respondents)
The results of the four questions around specific measures that could encourage more engagement
with the UK Embassy were broadly in line with the results from Brussels with the removal of the 15
year cap on voting rights as the most popular issue but with consular issues a lower priority than in
Brussels, likely to be a function of not facing similar post-Brexit practical challenges. An almost equal
proportion of people thought that the policies of the UK Government of the day was a factor in their
willingness to engage with the Embassy in Washington DC comparted to those who did not. When
taken alongside other research data this suggest that for some their level of interest in engaging
with the UK was linked to an understanding of shared values but it lacked the existential nature of
the Brexit issue that shapes the situation in Brussels.
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A comparative study of Diaspora engagement infrastructure: Ireland, Italy and France
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………............................................................................................

By Andra-Lucia Martinescu31
DIASPORA

GOVERNANCE

DIASPORA ENGAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Dept. of Employment
Affairs & Social
Protection

Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade (DFA)

Diplomatic
Missions
IRISH

Minister of State for the
Diaspora

Irish Abroad Unit
(IAU)

Chairs the
Interdepartmental
Committee on the Irish
Abroad

Emigrants
Support
Programme (ESP)
(main funding
body for diaspora
organisations)
Presidential
Distinguished
Service Award

YES CENTRALISED

Co-manage ESP
funding with
DFA - IAU

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
ITALIAN

YES
DEVOLVED

Directorate
General for

Diplomatic
Missions

Ministry of
Labour & Social
Policies
Patronati (social
protection

Diaspora
Consultation
fora
Global Irish
Economic
Forum
Global Irish
Network

17 Gov’t
departments
Citizens Information
Board
+5
independent
bodies

Global Irish
Civic Forum
Consultation & Representation Bodies

LOCAL

Interdepart.
Committee on
the Irish Abroad

GLOBAL

Regional
Government
Regional
Emigration

31

Andra-Lucia Martinescu is pursuing a PhD in International Relations at University of Cambridge and is a research fellow with the Foreign Policy Centre. She is co-founder and coordinator of The Diaspora Initiative, a
research network focused on mapping the Romanian diaspora, and a pioneering project aimed at providing strategic insight for transnational diaspora initiatives.
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Italian Citizens
Abroad &
Migration
Policies
(DGIEPM)

(consular
services,
AIRE)

Chairs CGIE
+ Plenary
Assembly

Relations with COMITES & CGIE, funding to
diaspora org., promotion, electoral services,
legislative proposals, tax advice, etc.

French Ministry for Europe and Foreign
Affairs
Diplomatic
Missions

FRENCH

YES PARTLY
DEVOLVED /
COORDINATED

Perform
advanced types of
services for
citizens abroad

COMITES
Committees of
Italians
Abroad

CGIE
General Council of
Italians Abroad

Councils
(advisory role)

Formal consultative body for Parliament
+ Government (incl. regional gov’t)

Consultative bodies

Ministries
of Social
Security
and Budget

Minister of
State for
Tourism,
French
Nationals
Abroad and
Francophonie

Assembly for the
French Abroad
(AFE)

Consular
Council
(Conseils
Consulaire)

CFE
Diaspora
Support
Fund

Consular services / honorary consuls
Cultural /education bodies coordinated with
the Ministry of Culture etc.
Manages & distributes funding towards
diaspora associations abroad – STAFE
through the network of diplomatic missions

Provides advice to
French authorities
on relevant issues
pertaining to the
French abroad

Also
administers
distribution of
STAFE to local
associations,
etc.

Overseas
the Support
Fund for
the French
abroad

Consular
Council for
Social
Protection
and Aid
(CCPAS)

French
Institutes /
Agency for
French
Education
Abroad
(AEFE)

/welfare bodies
for Italian citizens
abroad)

Ministry of
Interior

Collects &
updates
information
on the
number of
French
citizens
(Coordinated
with consular
registries)

Senate (FR)

Commission
permanente
pour la
protection
sociale des
Francais de
l’etranger

Legislative
role

Table 3 – Comparative assessment of diaspora engagement & governance
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KEY ENGAGEMENT AREAS
CONSULAR
SOCIAL
PENSION
VOTING
REPRESENTATION IN
SUPPORT
PROTECTION
RIGHTS
RIGHTS
PARLIAMENT
V
L
L
L
L
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Table 4 - Key engagement areas pursued by governments in relation to Diasporas

DIASPORA
IRISH
ITALIAN
FRENCH

FUNDING FOR
ASSOCS.
V
V
V

V – indicates there are policies/measures in place for that specific engagement area; E – indicates the
presence of a policy/engagement measure but only as an exception; and L – shows a limited
approach, some measures/policies might be in place but have a (very) limited scope.
CASE STUDIES
Despite sharing a long history of emigration, and in engaging their Diasporas, France, Italy and
Ireland have developed different institutional mechanisms. There are nuanced differences between
the three engagement models, and the sections below aim to explore, along with the policy outlook
and funding patterns, the various functions diaspora institutions, agencies and bodies perform. Very
much like Britain, all three countries have traditionally established a vast network of schools, cultural
and language centres (e.g. Alighieri Institute for Italy or the French Institute), which compounded
with the constellation of symbolic policies (national celebrations abroad, heritage tours, etc.) foster
a sense of ethno-cultural affiliation. Indicative for all states, but to varying degrees, the diaspora
represents an institutional resource, which enables the projection of influence abroad. Nevertheless,
another line of inquiry emerges: To what extent diaspora governance acts as an opportunity
structure for those abroad? In some cases, formalised engagement mediated within an institutional
setting helped diasporic communities advance more ambitious agendas. For instance, Italian
diaspora organisations pushed for and obtained the extension of voting rights abroad, precisely
because they were able to generate support within the consultative forum, a structure that brought
together diaspora stakeholders and domestic public authorities.
THE IRISH DIASPORA
The Irish diaspora, one of the most prominent and active, benefits from an institutional
infrastructure that encourages its visibility abroad. Diaspora governance (see Table 1) generally falls
within the remit of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFA), which coordinates together
with its network of diplomatic missions the distribution of funds allocated for diaspora initiatives
and organisations abroad. The Emigrants Support Programme (ESP, est. in 2004) is administered by
the Irish Abroad Unit (IAU), a sub-structure of the DFA. Grants are awarded based on a set of
government priorities and categories, such as welfare for the elderly and/or vulnerable groups,
reconstruction post-COVID, heritage, business networks and capital.32 Given the rather weak social
protection provisions for the Irish abroad (see Table 2), it can be assumed that this mechanism is
more or less a compensatory instrument, with diaspora organisations acting as an interface between
community needs or grievances (in a broad sense) and the Government.
On the one hand, this centralised model of diaspora engagement encourages a more structured
associative environment abroad – formalised/registered diaspora organisations, also stimulated to
collaborate transnationally, rather than informal meetups or ad-hoc structures. Selected
participation in the consultation fora (see Table 1), business, economic and civic, is generally
32

According to the Ministry’s website: Irish Abroad Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Overview of the Emigrant Support
Programme, Global Irish, December 2020, https://www.dfa.ie/global-irish/support-overseas/emigrant-support-programme/emigrantsupport-programme-overview/
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awarded based on recommendations from diplomatic missions. Moreover, Irish embassies and
consulates are actively involved in promoting diaspora organisations abroad, furthering their scope
and fostering engagement with host country institutions. Such pursuits may range from hosting or
participating at events (i.e. the Ambassador addressing a keynote speech) to providing
administrative assistance with operations and the distribution of funding. The Embassy’s role is
visible both off- and on-line.
For instance, the Embassy of Ireland in Washington DC lists on its official website the different types
of community engagement and available support, linking the latter to the DFA-ESP funding portal.33
This outlook and active liaison purported by diplomatic missions can act as opportunity structures
for concerted political action, thus encouraging diaspora communities to pursue more ambitious
agendas. In the US, a coalition of Irish immigration centres funded through the ESP offer support and
outreach ‘based on local needs’, thus bolstering the Government’s bid for an ambitious immigration
reform (to be negotiated bilaterally).34 The coupling of community needs and networks with national
interests showcase an adaptive strategy with targeted foreign policy actions. Thus, the diaspora
becomes an institutional resource, deployed to advance Ireland’s strategic objectives abroad. The
Embassy of Ireland in Belgium lists community networks ranging from sports and arts to
businesses.35 Featuring prominently across the board and actively encouraged by the Government,
Irish business networks can also foster bilateral engagement. For instance, patrons of one such a
network are both the Ambassador of Ireland to Belgium and the Ambassador of Belgium to Ireland.36
Other networks actively promote Irish culture abroad, which together with business interests, and
other economic pursuits, represents another significant facet of Ireland’s diaspora engagement.
On the other hand, a centralised approach to diaspora governance may generate dependence on
what the Government defines as a policy or funding priority. In this sense, according to the DFA’s
website (latest figures for 2018) a significant portion of ESP funding was allocated to diaspora
projects in Britain and the US (see Figure 1), which also mirrors the demographic presence and
geographic distribution of Irish communities in those countries.37 In the UK, 108 diaspora
organisations received funding, closely followed by the US with 73 grants.38

33

On the Embassy’s website, there is link to the Irish Community in the USA, listing all Irish Immigration Centres as well as the Irish
government’s steps towards Immigration Reform. It can be accessed here: https://www.dfa.ie/irish-embassy/usa/our-role/irishcommunity-in-the-usa/
34
Ibid.
35 Embassy of Ireland, Belgium, Irish Networks in Belgium, Department of Foreign Affairs, https://www.dfa.ie/irish-embassy/belgium/ourrole/irish-community/irish-networks-in-belgium/
36 In Belgium, the Beleire Business Network works closely with trade agencies and other institutions, from both countries:
http://www.beleire.com/about-us
37 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Support for the Irish Abroad: Annual Report 2018, Government of Ireland, Emigrant Support
Programme, https://www.dfa.ie/media/globalirish/supportoverseas/2018-Emigrant-Support-Programme-Funding.pdf. Britain and the
United States have the most sizeable Irish diaspora communities.
38 Ibid.
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Diagram 9 – extracted from the Annual ESP funding report39
A shrinking and aging of the Irish-born population, plus the implications of Brexit tilted funding
towards welfare provision (services catering for the elderly and other vulnerable groups, as well as
counselling/aid in the advent of Brexit, see Figure 2).40
By 2018, migration flows between the two countries had reversed. Interestingly, there were over
98,000 applications for an Irish passport from Britain, a 22 per cent increase compared to 2017.41 A
similar trend can be observed in the US. Tougher immigration rules enforced during the Trump
administration and a steadily declining number of Irish-born residents (from 250,000 in the ‘80s to
around 125,000 in 2016) impacted funding, with welfare projects absorbing most grants (see Figure
2).42
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Ibid.
Ciara Kenny, Britain’s shrinking, ageing Irish population, The Irish Times, March 2019, https://www.irishtimes.com/life-andstyle/abroad/britain-s-shrinking-ageing-irish-population-1.3817868. ‘According to the 2011 UK census, 430,309 people living in Britain
identified themselves as Irish-born. (…) The Annual Population Survey carried out by the ONS in 2018 put the Irish-born population for the
UK at just 380,000.’
41 Ibid, for breakdown of figures for Britain and an analysis of Irish-born communities.
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Based on the 2016 American Community Survey and census data: Place of birth for the foreign-born population in the United States,
2010-2019, United States Census Bureau, https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?tid=ACSDT1Y2016.B05006&q=ACSDT1Y2016.B05006
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Diagram 10 – extract from the Annual ESP Funding Report (2018)
Nevertheless, in both cases culture, heritage and sport feature prominently. Ireland, historically an
emigration country, has been rooted in the preservation of heritage, and to this end funding
mechanisms, such as the ESP, effectively translate ancestry into policy.43 For a country with a rather
limited diplomatic (consular) capacity and geographical coverage, the diaspora, including its
traditional or historical instantiations (based on claims of descent) becomes a prized asset and an
extension of state influence overseas.
The Centre for Responsive Politics placed the Government of Ireland amongst the top foreign
spenders in Washington DC in terms of lobbying (attempts to influence policy and public opinion),
between 2016 and 2020.44 Paired with non-policy activities such as tourism and trade promotion,
this networked approach, also fuelled by a narrative of ethno-cultural belonging has significantly
expanded Ireland’s political and soft power clout abroad. For instance, Tourism Ireland a marketing
body and external stakeholder in the Interdepartmental Committee on the Irish Abroad (see Table 1)
promotes the country’s tourism profile through a series of multimedia campaigns (in the US) on
behalf of the Irish Government.45 Moreover, a cluster of non-profit organisations associated with the
Irish republican party, Friends of Sinn Fein, has been actively involved in political campaigning (one
of its most influential chapters being based in the US).46
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For instance, approximately ten per cent of US residents claimed Irish descent in 2016, the second largest ethnic group after Germans.
More data available at United states Census Bureau:
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Irish%20ancestry&tid=ACSDT1Y2019.C04006&hidePreview=false
44 ‘The Foreign Lobby Watch uses semi-annual reports foreign agents are required to file with the Department of Registration Act (FARA)
to calculate the countries/and different registrants with the highest spending. Such actions are usually deployed to influence US policy and
opinion in pursuit of such interests.’ More data available at: OpenSecrets.org, Center for Responsive Politics,
https://www.opensecrets.org/fara/
45 U.S. Department of Justice, National Security Division, Notice: Fara Informational Materials, December 2018,
https://efile.fara.gov/docs/5594-Informational-Materials-20190314-1.pdf
46
A mainstay in terms of political objectives has been the Irish reunification and protecting the Good Friday Agreement, particularly on the
backdrop of Brexit. One palpable outcome, in 2019 for instance, the US Congress has passed Resolution 585 ‘calling for the full
implementation of the Good Friday and subsequent Agreements. (…) The resolution insists that any future trade deal between the US and
Britain must protect the Good Friday Agreement (…).’ The document can be consulted at: https://efile.fara.gov/docs/5006-InformationalMaterials-20191206-18.pdf
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It was merely in the last decades that the Irish Government drastically changed its approach to
emigration and the diaspora, solidifying engagement through different mechanisms and schemes.
Prior to this policy shift, the Catholic Church was the main body offering support across the different
geographies of settlement through its network of charities and missions. Despite this proactive
outlook and coordinated diaspora infrastructure issues such as social protection, voting rights,
pensions and the parliamentary representation afforded to citizens abroad (see Table 2) have not
been addressed or remain limited in scope.47
THE ITALIAN DIASPORA
The Italian diaspora benefits from one of the most comprehensive infrastructures, from consular
services and a constellation of welfare/social assistance non-profit centres to local consultative
bodies and parliamentary representation (see Table 1). Similar to Ireland, there is also a
governmental body for Italians abroad, a directorate under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Nevertheless, diaspora governance although highly coordinated, is rather broad and decentralised.
We shall explore the diaspora’s institutional configuration on two interdependent levels, at home
and abroad.
ABROAD
The network of consulates, apart from the provision of regular consular services, support and
protection also manage the Registry of Italians Residing Abroad (AIRE) an administrative repository
containing the personal details of those residing abroad for more than 12 months, which is also
coordinated with local Italian municipalities.48 This instrument attests to a high degree of
institutionalisation of diaspora engagement and its specific policies. Such records also inform and
enable parliamentary representation based on up to date population statistics. Similar to Ireland,
diplomatic missions are well embedded in community networks, coordinating with diaspora
organisations and other structures on a diverse spectrum of issues. This approach to engagement is
visible both online and offline. For instance, the Embassy in Washington DC provides details for all
the ‘bodies representing the Italian community’ on American soil, from members of the Italian
Parliament in the North & Central America districts, to the local and global consultative fora (ten
COMITES and two councillors for the GCIE), as well as the six patronati and their territorial
chapters.49
Additionally, local and global consultative bodies operate abroad, ensuring an interface of
representation, identifying community needs (local intelligence), promoting various initiatives
(educational, charitable, socio-cultural), coordinating with diplomatic missions in the provision of
services as well as offering a mandatory opinion on the distribution of state funding (i.e. to diaspora
organisations). Local COMITES are directly elected by Italians residing abroad, although in some
cases (in constituencies of fewer than 3000 Italian citizens) members can be directly appointed by
the diplomatic missions.50 In the US, where the Italian diaspora has a significant presence (not only
Italian-born residents but also Italian-Americans), there are ten such local consultative structures,
scattered across the continent, whereas in Belgium there are five (including Brussels).51
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In terms of social protection, the Government’s approach is by proxy – funding organisations through ESP to offer services aimed at
vulnerable groups.
48 Apart from the regular ones, there are also mobile and honorary consulates.
49 More details can be found on the Embassy’s webpage:
https://ambwashingtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata_washington/en/italiaeusa/italiani_italo-americani.html
50
According to the Foreign Ministry’s website: Comites, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation,
https://www.esteri.it/mae/en/servizi/italiani-all-estero/organismirappresentativi/comites.html
51 Based on census and survey data, in the US, over 16 million people report Italian ancestry (3rd ethno-cultural identification after
German and Irish); also, there are 314,867 Italian-born residents in the US. Data can be consulted at:
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Italian-born&tid=ACSDT1Y2019.C05006&hidePreview=false; A complete list of comites by
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At a global level, the General Council of Italians Abroad (CGIE) performs similar functions as the local
COMITES, from which its members are elected. A formal consultative body (with a capacity to issue
recommendations), the CGIE liaises with home institutions (central and regional governments, the
Parliament) on matters pertaining to Italians abroad, from social protection and consular services to
funding for diaspora associations, to name a few. The Minister of Foreign Affairs chairs the CGIE
Assembly. As an official institution, the CGIE also provides a framework of interaction between
emigrant associations and domestic actors. Often, such opportunity structures facilitate the
leveraging of salient issues, thus enabling diaspora communities to lobby their representatives
collectively and garner political support around different agendas. For instance, the expansion of
voting rights, allowing citizens abroad to vote as well as to be elected, initially gained traction within
this consultative forum.52
A network of social protection, welfare and assistance bodies, the patronati, are rather unique,
hybrid structures (public and private) having sprouted from the Italian trade union movement of the
19th and 20th centuries, and its universalist welfare ideology.53 Currently operating under the
Ministry of Labour and Social Services and funded through a percentage of the compulsory social
security contributions (0.193 per cent), the patronati are key to performing an ample set social
protection functions both at home and abroad. Although still linked to trade unions, provision of
services is not conditional upon affiliation and is free of charge. The functions these bodies perform
have diversified and adapted over time. For instance, in certain countries of destination these social
assistance entities also offer an array of consular services some of which include registration in the
AIRE (administrative record of Italians abroad), processing Italian citizenship and tax code
applications, as well passports and Italian ID cards.54 Moreover, access to the social security system
database enables the patronati to carry out these diverse tasks, whilst helping ease the
administrative burden.
In Belgium, one such case of structural adaptation is the Patronato ACLI (Christian Associations of
Italian Workers). Ever since 1947 when it was established to support the Italian workforce in Belgium
(miners) the patronato has developed to reflect the community’s evolving needs.55 Today it provides
support to Italian expats and has a wide geographical coverage (across the country). Some of its
counselling services include retirement, healthcare, employment, citizenship, tax and inheritance as
well as individual rights and responsibilities.56
The patronati, diaspora associations and clubs as well as the consultative bodies (Comites and CGIE)
were seminal in pushing for the enfranchisement of Italian citizens abroad, an agenda that saw the
expansion of voting rights and parliamentary representation in the early 2000s. It was not solely the
organisations’ capacity to mobilise towards a common goal, but also the different bodies and
institutions governing the diaspora, such as the CGIE, that permitted framing such issues in the first

location (mirroring the consular districts) is available at: https://www.esteri.it/MAE/resource/doc/2015/12/elenco20comites202015.pdf.
The Embassy of Italy in Belgium links the Comites webpage: http://comites-belgio.be/it/verbali/.
52 Jean-Michel Lafleur (2013). Transnational Politics and the State: The External Voting Rights of Diasporas (Routledge Research in
Transnationalism Book 27). Pp. 82-83.
53 Stefano Agnoletto (2012). Trade Unions and the Origins of the Union-Based Welfare State in Italy 1950s-1970s (UC Berkley, California
Italian Studies). Passim, https://escholarship.org/content/qt6xz0x8qj/qt6xz0x8qj.pdf
54 A comprehensive analysis, which has helped guide this brief comparative assessment of diaspora governance: Migration and
Transnational Social Protection in (post) crisis Europe (MiTSoPro) is research project financed by an ERC Starting Grant awarded to Dr
Jean-Michel Lafleur at the University of Liege, http://labos.ulg.ac.be/socialprotection/
55
A historical presence in Belgium, Patronato ACLI (BE) was established to support and uphold the rights of Italian miners working in
Belgium after the 1946 agreement between the two countries – provision of coal to Italy in exchange of workforce (‘men for coal’). A
critical juncture in Italy’s migration history, was the 1956 tragedy (136 Italians lost their lives in a mine in Marcinelle, BE). More
information available on the website: https://www.patronatoacli.be/en/about-us-292
56 A full list of services available at: https://www.patronatoacli.be/en/services
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place, giving ‘ supporters of external voting an arena to discuss [the topic] with Italian authorities
(…)’.57
“The right to vote was the flag of the CGIE…We had a network of contacts because the
CGIE is like a Parliament, we have people from all parties elected abroad and appointed
by the government. All together, we pressured the political parties, the press…We
mobilised the communities abroad telling them to pressure elected officials who were
visiting [communities abroad].”58
AT HOME
The Directorate General for Italian Citizens Abroad & Migration Policies (DGIEPM) under the Foreign
Ministry coordinates diaspora affairs from within its five offices, which mostly service the rights and
protections afforded to Italian citizens abroad: marital status, civil registry, voting, visas, travel
documents, notarial acts, international adoptions, migration policies, etc.59
According to the registry of Italians residing abroad, there are over 4,230,000 eligible voters grouped
in an extra-territorial electoral constituency (Circoscrizione Estero), itself subdivided into four
continental districts. The diaspora is represented by 12 MPs and six senators in total, proportionally
distributed between the four districts, based on demographic size. Europe has been allocated most
representatives (five and two), followed by South America with four deputies and two senators.
Emigration councils operate domestically as an advisory body attached to regional governments. To
this end, devolved administrations promote and finance socio-cultural initiatives that reaffirm the
bond between migrants and their municipalities of origin.
Compared to Ireland, there is no clear indication as to what categories of projects and initiatives are
funded by the ministries and regional bodies.
THE FRENCH DIASPORA
There are noticeable similarities between the French and Italian approaches to diaspora
engagement. Nevertheless, France has perhaps the most overarching support infrastructure for its
citizens abroad, as well as for its diaspora’s associative environment, through funding mechanisms
coordinated at different institutional levels (a model also replicated to some extent and with varying
degrees of success in Romania and Poland). France’s cultural diplomacy projects global outreach
through a network of French cultural institutes, language and educational bodies that encourage
stronger affiliations, although targeted audiences go beyond French nationals residing abroad
(similar to Germany, the UK, as well as Italy and Spain).60 Particularly interesting in France’s case, is
the role federated associations play in the global projection of soft power. For instance, the French
Alliance (Alliance Française, est. 1883) promotes culture, language and the Francophonie in synergy
with French institutes and the cultural sections of diplomatic missions in 131 countries and across
five continents.61 Essentially, the vast network of cultural centres, federated organisations or local
(diaspora) associations is an extension of France’s foreign policy, ‘a comprehensive diplomacy’
conducted through different collaborative architectures that also broaden institutional capabilities
57

Jean Michel Lafleur (2013). Transnational Politics and the State. P.83.
Interview extract from Ibid.
59 The full list available on the Directorate’s website: https://www.esteri.it/mae/en/ministero/struttura/dgitalianiestero/
60 Goethe Institute (Germany), the British Council (the UK), Instituto Alighieri (Italy), and Instituto Cervantes (for Spain).
61
More details on its mission, geographical span and organisation, see: rhttps://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/the-ministry-and-itsnetwork/news/2020/article/alliance-francaise-foundation.
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and outreach. Although their scope is nominally cultural or linguistic, French cultural centres act as
(physical) hubs for networking and interaction. Similarly, diplomatic missions fulfil more than
consular functions.62 In both cases, such hubs enact a broader strategic agenda, attracting a variety
of stakeholders streamed from different networks, for instance French expatriates (highly skilled),
local civil society, scientific communities, French associations abroad, businesses, academia etc.
Such collaborative clusters contribute towards a range of issues from climate change and
biodiversity, to science, technology and innovation, at local/bilateral levels (in relationship to host
countries) whilst also maintaining a global, networked approach. For instance, science diplomacy has
been a major component of France’s global posture, and mainly under the MFA’s purview. An
example would be the strategic engagement of scientific communities from abroad (French, as well
as local) in research for development, spurring social enterprise and civic engagement.63 In the
Science and Technology (S&T) sector, initiatives such as the French Tech Communities enable digital
start-up innovators to network in major cities, internationally. Another programme funded through
the MFA encourages the outward mobility of researchers, actively reinforcing France’s bilateral
cooperation frameworks or generating opportunities for new ones, through scientific partnerships.64
In terms of technology and innovation ecosystems, NEVTA (New Technology Venture Accelerator),
managed by the Office for Science and Technology within the French Embassy in the US (Atlanta,
Boston, San Francisco, Washington DC, Chicago, Houston and Los Angeles) ‘supports technological
partnerships in the US for young and innovative French start-ups.’65
In broader terms, such differentially deployed, yet effectively coordinated engagement frameworks
attest to France’s robust soft-power resources. The USC Centre on Public Diplomacy places France at
the forefront in terms of soft power projection, and multilateral engagement (also achieved through
its vast diplomatic network). Comparatively, in 2019, the UK ranked 2nd, whilst the US 5th.66
Within the Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs, the Minister of State for Tourism, French
Nationals Abroad and the Francophonie is an example of institutional adaptation and flexibility,
conflating within one portfolio (ministerial position) multiple strategic agendas, such as trade
promotion, diaspora engagement and cultural diffusion.67 With regard to diaspora engagement, the
Minister also participates in one of the consultative/representative bodies’ plenary sessions, the
Assembly of the French Abroad (AFE),68 which convenes twice a year, either at home or abroad.
Beyond ministerial participation, these formal diaspora structures, such as the Assembly (AFE) are
robustly integrated, as well as coordinated with state institutions. For instance, the AFE’s General
Secretariate is staffed with civil servants from the Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs, personnel
that ensures its day-to-day administrative and operational functioning. Similar to Italy, another
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At a consular level there are also the welfare committees (conseil consulaire pour la protection et l’action sociale, CCPAS) ensuring
guaranteed resources schemes and through which French citizens abroad can apply directly for welfare assistance. Consular authorities
have significant discretionary powers to assist individual cases (including repatriation and related expenses). For a comprehensive analysis
of consular services and social protection for French citizens abroad, refer to: Arrighi JT., Lafleur JM. 2020. ‘Diaspora Policies, Consular
Services and Social Protection for French Citizens Abroad’ In: Lafleur JM., Vintila D. (eds) Migration and Social Protection in Europe and
Beyond (Volume 2). IMISCOE Research Series. Springer, Cham.
63 One of France’s foreign policy objectives is ‘Solidarity to developing countries, including former colonies (a major geographical focus).
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/the-ministry-and-its-network/missions-and-structure/the-cooperation-and-cultural-action-network/
64 More details: https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/scientific-diplomacy/scientific-partnerships/. There are
currently 67 bilateral scientific partnerships (the Herbert Curian Partnerships).
65 The initiative is co-managed by the French Embassy in the US and Ministry for Higher Education, Research and Innovation. More details:
https://netvafrance.com/en/home-1/
66 According to the USC Centre on Public Diplomacy Platform, measured across the Digital, Culture, Enterprise, Engagement, Education,
Government and Polling sub-indexes. Detailed comparisons and analyses can be seen: https://softpower30.com/
67 There used to be separate sub-ministry for French Nationals Abroad under the MFA, however it has been restructured at the beginning
of Emmanuel Macron’s presidential mandate.
68
Assemblee des Francais de l’Etranger (AFE), for more details regarding the organisational structure see: https://www.assembleeafe.fr/qui-sommes-nous,284.html
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consultative body, the Consular Council, ensures the representation of French (expatriate) interests
in host countries, its attributions primarily focused on consular affairs and the distribution of social
entitlements. There are 130 consular constituencies with councillors elected every six years (nine in
each Conseil Consulaire) by officially registered French citizens residing abroad.69
The associative environment (French diaspora organisations) coordinates robustly with diplomatic
missions as well as the consular councils, and benefits from an overarching funding mechanism,
STAFE (Soutien aux associations des Francais de l’etranger), which aims to support educational,
charitable, cultural as well as socio-economic integration projects. For instance, the French Embassy
in Washington DC lists the beneficiaries for 2021 (in the Washington DC consular district), with
projects spanning from cultural events to online education training and technological support
(catering for expatriate communities).70 In Belgium, the two grants for 2021 have been awarded to
French diaspora associations promoting culture and tourism.71 During the pandemic the funding
mechanism (STAFE) has been redeployed to respond to emerging community needs, specifically
directed towards charitable diaspora associations (see below) for the provision of assistance.72
Moreover, diplomatic missions perform effectively in terms of contact mapping, regularly updating
on their websites all diaspora organisations by geographical region and scope, including contact
details and representatives. In Belgium for instance, a constellation of French entities ranging from
alumni organisations (e.g. Associations des anciens eleves d’ecoles de commerce) and
professional/expert bodies (e.g. Association of French professionals and experts working within
NATO) to cultural and solidarity associations, perform a diverse array of functions, such as:
community cohesion, professional networking, cultural promotion, provision of aid and social
support.73 Regarding the latter, and complementary to the institutionalised welfare bodies (attached
to the consulates) the Local associations of assistance and solidarity (Organismes locaux d’entraide
et de solidarite) primarily operate for charitable purposes, ensuring an interface with public
authorities in the provision of aid and community support.74
In terms of electoral rights and parliamentary representation at home, the French diaspora is
perhaps one of the few (relative to other EU member states) benefitting from a vast political and
participatory enfranchisement.75 As an extra-territorial constituency, French citizens registered
abroad can elect their own representatives in the National Assembly (11 seats), as well as participate
in elections (presidential, European, as well as national referendums). Voting abroad is ensured
physically, at the premises of diplomatic missions, with the option of casting an electronic ballot,
introduced in 2020 (for parliamentary elections).
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For a comprehensive analysis, refer to Arrighi JT., Lafleur JM. 2020.
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Listed on the Consulate General in Belgium website. More details: https://bruxelles.consulfrance.org/Les-associations-a-Bruxelles-656
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73 Ibid.
74 In Belgium, a well-established welfare and solidarity organisation also provides scholarships for French students based on needs, see:
http://entraide-francaise.be/ressources/
75 A comprehensive study on the right to vote for non-resident citizens in Europe can be consulted at: Lappin, R. 2016. ‘The Right to Vote
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Conclusion: Share challenges for British communities abroad
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

By Adam Hug
‘As a former UK civil servant and diplomat, who went to lead a UK multinational's business overseas
and now works for a major US business overseas, I have always had more productive engagements
professionally with the US, other European and Australian missions around the World. Other missions
see engagement with the diaspora as a way to extend soft power, UK Missions are inward facing and
do not want to engage outside their own walls. The UK is very much being left behind.’
- Survey response
Former Prime Minister Theresa May famously declared at the 2016 Conservative Party Conference
that “If You Believe you are a Citizen of the World, you are a Citizen of Nowhere. You don’t
understand what the very word ‘citizenship’ means.”76 This conference applause line has left a bitter
aftertaste for many British citizens abroad, a rebuke to the multiple, overlapping identities that
many people (particularly but far from exclusively those abroad) hold. The hurt created by this
framing of citizenship was noted by several respondents to our survey. Often when people are
pushed to make a false choice, they have a tendency to choose a different option than the one those
forcing that decision might have desired. So for some in Brussels the practicalities of continuing their
lives and careers (whether in the EU institutions or not) in Brussels has necessitated taking Belgian
(or other EU) citizenship but irrespective of the formal citizenship status there is understandably
little willingness to give up the European aspect of their identity due to a political decision that they
had not influence over.
For those in Brussels, Washington DC and elsewhere in the world too there needs to be a
recognition of internationalism being a legitimate and valued part of many British citizens’ identity. If
the UK Government wants to promote a coherent vision of a Global Britain, then it is essential that
‘Global Britons’ are a valued part of that programme, crucial in an ever more networked world. It
would be hoped that there could be a recognition of this from Government. As one respondent put
it they would like to see an ‘acknowledgement that we are here, that our life choices are valid, that
we are not citizens of nowhere if we choose to leave the UK’. Another respondent hoped that there
would be a ‘policy of embracing the diaspora as resource rather than being seen as less patriotic
because we left the island or as 'citizens of nowhere'’. A further respondent argued that the
‘Diaspora are some of the most entrepreneurial and smart types around. Just because they are not
moving and shaking in London does not make us any less relevant and useful in supporting 'Global
Britain' or any specific policies supporting UK soft power. If anything we can bring a larger and less
London centric view that might benefit UK soft power and help amplify UK influence’.
The evidence of this report shows that British citizens if engaged with in the right way can become
partners in helping the UK achieve its foreign policy goals as, put crudely, a strategic soft power
asset. It shows that in Brussels and Washington DC particularly there are a disproportionate number
of British nationals (compared to British communities in other places) involved in positions that
either directly (such as the 1,151 British Nationals who still work for the EU institutions) or indirectly
(through think tanks, NGOs, industry/trade lobbies, policy facing academia and public affairs roles
engaging in policy and lobbing activities that are influencing Officials and MEPs) have influence over
the development of legislation, policy and political priorities for the EU institutions and the US
Government. Through effective collaboration with UK Government these influencers and decision
makers may be able to provide information and insight about what the US Government and EU
76

Theresa May, Theresa May’s conference speech in full, The Telegraph, October 2016,
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Institutions are doing, particularly in areas of activity not widely covered in the media. They may also
be receptive to listening to ideas and policy perspectives from the UK Government that may help
inform their work if they are engaged with in the right way. So the report argues that engaging with
British citizens should form part of the UK’s influencing strategies for the EU Institutions and US
Government, with a view to informing the development of EU and US policy either directly or
indirectly through influencing the priorities emerging through the Brussels and Washington DC
‘bubbles’. This proposed approach seems to tie in with the ‘agile’ and creative approaches to the
UK’s international engagement proposed by the Integrated Review, which talks about ‘pooling the
expertise of our citizens’, using their ‘ingenuity’ and that recognises the people-to-people links of
the five million citizens overseas as a key ‘soft-power strength’.77 Appendix Two sets out a more
detailed analysis by Andra-Lucia Martinescu of some of the areas of the IR that could be potentially
applied to this agenda.
However, for these soft-power and influencing objectives to be achieved it must be through a
partnership with British Citizens abroad that is based on trust and which can be shown to be
mutually beneficial. British Communities in Brussels, Washington DC and elsewhere can’t only be
valued because of what they can do to help the UK’s soft power and inform its foreign policy. The
necessary trust needs to be built on a recognition that support for and engagement with UK citizens
abroad has intrinsic value above and beyond its usefulness to UK foreign policy. Furthermore to the
extent to which some of the relationship is ultimately, in some sense, transactional it needs to be a
deal that is beneficial for both parties. As one Brussels based NGO lobbyist argues ‘this is a
fundamental issue of citizenship. What it means to be British, what are your rights and duties as
British citizen once you leave the UK (this is why you can't really separate the ‘diaspora-asassets/strategic engagement piece’ from the more mundane consular service approach and voting
rights issues. You can't cultivate people in one area of their active life to strategic ends if they feel
they've been abandoned or cast adrift in others. This transactional approach was rightly criticised. It
needs a holistic approach that says 'you still belong'. The post-Brexit situation creates a particularly
difficult set of practical and emotional challenges for the British community in Brussels that will need
to be handled with sensitivity and flexibility.
The findings from the survey, interviews and focus groups show how UK nationals perceive other
countries to be engaging more comprehensively and intensively with their nationals in support of
those countries’ foreign policy objectives and they believe, in the context of the networking based
political cultures that exist in Brussels and Washington DC, that this work has value to those
countries. The section above by Andra-Lucia Martinescu shows how the UK can learn lessons from
other countries with the examples given of Ireland, Italy and France which show a much more
coordinated and strategic approach to diaspora engagement. These findings are reinforced by the
wider international scoping work set out in Appendix Three which gives examples such as the
Copenhagen Goodwill Ambassadors initiative comprising more than 50 business leaders,
entrepreneurs, innovators, cultural leaders, branding experts, and public opinion influencers residing
outside Denmark.78
It is widely known that Ireland has had much success in engaging the United States Congress, the
wider political establishment and population through adroit use of Irish heritage as a tool of cultural
diplomacy that opens political doors. Ireland uses integrated diaspora and heritage engagement
mechanisms (such as Ireland Reaching Out explained in Appendix Three) to engage its own nationals
and historic diaspora, effectively utilising them as part of the country’s wider political engagement.
For example the Global Irish Network, convened by the Department of Foreign Affairs, is ‘a network
77
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of 300 of the most influential Irish and Irish-connected people abroad who provide Ireland with
valuable international expertise’. In the US the Irish Network USA, and an Irish Network DC, were
convened by the Irish Government to ‘connect, professionally and socially, with the diverse Irish and
Irish-American community through our common identity, heritage and love for Ireland’.79 There is no
inherent reason why the UK could not do more to promote ancestral linkages as part of a wider
strategy to engage both British citizens abroad and those who trace their roots back to the UK. As
the Washington DC Census data noted in the report shows 36,011 residents of Washington DC
identify as having English heritage, 9,766 Scottish heritage and 3,142 Welsh heritage, groups who it
might be possible to engage with as part of a wider UK strategy in that City. There would be clear
opportunities to integrate such an approach with the UK’s existing cultural and educational outreach
through bodies such as the British Council, echoing the French approach noted by Andra-Lucia
Martinescu above.
There are lessons that can be learned from the practices of other smaller UK embassies around the
world that have traditionally been more reliant on accessing information and expertise of UK citizens
in that country to help bulk out their more limited political engagement and intelligence gathering
capacity. For example, the UK Embassy in Uzbekistan uses the major events in its social calendar
such as the Queen’s birthday, a late summer or September drinks, Remembrance day (jointly with
the French) and a Christmas Carols Concert as important touch points for the (small) British
community in Tashkent. It is not that the UK’s diplomats in Brussels and Washington DC do not do
such social events, it is just that UK citizens are not seen as a particularly important part of such
engagement events, with one British women requesting that they should ‘allow UK citizens to attend
events (e.g. the Queen’s birthday). My husband, a Belgian journalist, receives an invite but this has
never been extended to me his British wife. Just engage with British citizens more generally as there
is practically nothing organised for us’.
The type of approach to diaspora engagement being suggested for strategically important postings
such as Washington DC and Brussels is very much building on the types of activity that the UK is
already informally doing in Embassies with fewer resources elsewhere in the world. Therefore it
makes sense, at a time when, particularly but not exclusively in Brussels, there is a need to look at
new ways to build capacity within the confines of tight budget constraints to look at these smaller
missions. Also, it would make sense to look again at existing budgets for lobbying and public
engagement to see how a relatively small proportion of such funding could be redirected to
engagement with British Citizens.
Delivering this new approach
Change should start at the top. There is a strong case, as evidenced by the survey responses, focus
groups and the analysis by Andra-Lucia Martinescu showing the diaspora engagement structures of
other countries, that the UK is missing a trick compared to its neighbours and strategic rivals by not
having clear strategy or structures that deal with the British citizens abroad. Strong consideration
should be given to the creation of a diaspora (British Citizens Abroad or ‘Global Britons’) unit within
the FCDO in London. If internal structures allow, this should be crosscutting, enabling it to actively
engage with both the soft power team and with consular services. It would also be helpful if this was
taken forward as a named area of ministerial responsibility as at present it is not, with the closest
area currently listed is ‘consular issues’, one of the 12 responsibilities falling under the purview of
the Minister of State (Minister for Asia) Nigel Adams MP. Such a new team, with support from across
Government, should seek to develop a UK diaspora engagement (Citizens Abroad) strategy that
could provide an overarching direction of travel for the FCDO, other government departments and
agencies that could then be operationalised by embassies such as in Washington DC and Brussels.
Such a strategy should also be supported by allocations within the FCDO budget to facilitate the
79
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increased support and engagement proposed here. At a local level there should be someone within
the embassies with clear and specific remit for coordinating engagement with British citizens
abroad, ideally a full-time post in embassies with capacity, and in the context of Washington DC and
Brussels this person should either sit in or have close links to the Embassy’s political sections. The
combination of strategic clarity and adequate resourcing could help spark a wider change in some
places where hard pressed diplomats need to be encouraged to see diaspora engagement (and
public engagement more generally) as a key part of their job if the UK is to be the flexible,
networked and forward looking foreign policy actor the Government is proposing.
One important tool that could assist with the delivery of such a strategy would be the development
of systems that make it easier to share information between FCDO teams and to ensure knowledge
and networks are not entirely lost when people move between diplomatic positions every two years
or so. On survey respondent thought that the FCDO should be ‘holding more data on who we are
and what we do’ to better facilitate engagement and there seems to be a recognition from officials
that they agree. Further consideration should be given to the development of an FCDO-wide
Customer Relations Management (CRM) system, which could be extremely useful for all outward
facing parts of the organisation, while recognising potential resource, security and GDPR challenges.
Irrespective of what is done more broadly, more thought should be given to improving information
management, rather than relying on individual spreadsheets, to address the FCDO’s institutional
memory challenges. At the most basic level it is worth ensuring that all handover documents
produced by a diplomat leaving a particular position should include detailed information about the
networks that they have utilised in their time in the role.
On the ground in Brussels and Washington DC work can be done to ensure that the British presence
in their city is a welcoming one. In Brussels that starts with the fabric of the building. One
representative of a major trade body noted that ‘the HMG presence could be much more open; UK
institutions aren’t the most welcoming. Other Permanent Reps do it much better, cultivating public
interest, allowing citizens to use spaces creatively to engage and network (using that physical space
to foster more effective interactions). HMG should repurpose the space to make it more accessible &
welcoming. Despite security filters, they can provide resources that can be used (bars, open
conference rooms etc.)’. A number of survey respondents noted that when the British Embassy in
Brussels used to have its own building on rue d’Arlon this used to be a much more accessible space
with a meeting room available for functions between the street entrance and the security barrier
that was seen as a ‘a prestigious place for high level meetings and receptions with the British and
local communities’. Helpfully for the purposes of the FCDO’s capital budget most respondents
suggested the Embassy in Washington DC had good function spaces that could potentially be used
more flexibly. So the findings of this research strongly suggest that further steps should be taken to
evolve the use of the Embassy in DC and the UKMis/Embassy building in Brussels, to become at least
in part, a more flexible and welcoming hub for the British community of people and businesses in
those cities.80
Improving community access to the space is not just about the layout of the buildings but about the
capacity ability of diplomats to help facilitate and encourage activities. As made clear in the survey
responses above there is scope for the British presence to host more events and activities, both
targeted at engaging specific target groups (such as information events, training sessions and sector
networking opportunities) and a broader range of cultural events that relevant people in the local
British communities should be invited to as part of a wider engagement strategy that diplomats
should be encouraged and empowered to deliver.
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As note in the survey responses there is scope to improve information sharing through an enhanced
web presence, more social media outreach and targeted email bulletins targeted at the UK
communities in both cities, which could do more not only to share information about what the
Embassy or Mission is doing but to help promote and catalyse greater community activity.
A desire to see improved consular services was an important request of many of the survey
respondents, particularly in the post-Brexit Brussels context of helping the community deal with a
range of new life challenges that had not necessarily existed while the UK was a member of the
European Union. The challenge facing the FCDO response to such requests is that the transition of
consular support online and the consolidation of support centres is a part of a global operational
shift rather than a local resourcing issue. However, while for a number of routine tasks this approach
can work for many people, though with issues for those less comfortable online, there would seem
to be a clear argument in the short-medium post-Brexit term to ensure that there is appropriate
capacity based on the ground in Belgium, with understanding of Belgian legal requirements, who can
provide assistance in more complex cases, even if access to them is ultimately managed through an
international call centre or web portal. The consular process should seek to follow best practice by
being to digital first not digital only, with the move online for routine tasks freeing up resource to
tackle more complex problems.
The Government’s announcement in the budget that it will be legislating in 2021 to end the 15 year
cap on voting rights will be welcomed by British citizens overseas, with survey respondents in
Washington DC and Brussels both showing strong support for this measure.81 Delivering on this
longstanding commitment would clearly help improve the sense amongst communities of British
people abroad they are still valued by the UK. The commitment to deliver this change has been the
party policy of the Conservative Government for several election cycles it is to be hoped that the
change will be included in the upcoming Queens Speech and given the necessary legislative time to
pass into law. The £2.5m fund set aside in the March 2021 Budget to support this change will need
to include widespread outreach efforts to encourage take-up, something that will be better
facilitated through improved outreach by UK Embassies and Missions.
However, as well as the desire to end the 15 year rule, there was a request to make voting at
embassies possible in line with many other countries. The logistical challenge from a UK perspective
is the way in which UK elections are run at a local level with different candidates for each
constituency (or local council ward) and where the votes are counted on the night (or in occasional
cases for local elections the following morning) within the individual local council area. It would
therefore be impossible logistically for the FCDO to facilitate the type of ‘on the day voting’ as takes
place for Presidential candidates or party list systems in other countries. Nonetheless, it could
potentially look at ways to provide a drop box service for postal votes or other support services to
assist British citizens in casting their vote.
Moving from the logistically impossible to the currently politically very unlikely is the suggestion
made by a number of survey respondents and focus group participants for the UK to mirror the
practice of France and Italy to create parliamentary constituencies representing British citizens living
overseas. France has 11 constituencies, divided in to geographical regions that provide
representation in the National Assembly for ‘French People living outside France’, while Italy’s
Chamber of Deputies has 12 overseas seats divided into four Geographical Regions. The UK
historically had the ability to create unique parliamentary seats but this has not been used since
1950 with the removal of seats representing particular universities. It is worth noting the context of
France’s relationship with its overseas presence (Overseas France) sees a much greater continuity in
law and practice to the mainland (with the larger entities such as Guadeloupe, French Guiana,
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Martinique, Réunion and Mayotte being full departments of France) rather than the looser approach
applied to British Overseas Territories. At the moment it is difficult to see how such a solution could
gain political traction in a House of Commons context as there is little current evidence that the
political will exists in the UK to take such a proposal forwards and the dispersed nature of
transnational seats would be very different to the tightly bound geographical nature of
constituencies in the House of Commons.82 However, opportunities in the medium to long-term may
arise in the context of House of Lords reform, where it might be possible to envisage the inclusion of
overseas representation as part of a future Senate of Nations and Regions.83
So this report sets out a range of different ways in which the UK can do more to engage its citizens
living overseas, particularly in the unique and strategically important settings of Brussels and
Washington DC. As set out above, British citizens can become partners in the Government’s
aspirations to be a Global Britain, a strategic soft power asset in a world of networks that can help
the UK achieve its foreign policy goals. However, this will need to be a partnership built on trust that
can be shown to be mutually beneficial. It will likely require a change in approach, rhetoric, strategy
and resources from the FCDO and the Government to make this vision of a reality.
Based on the research findings there are some key recommendations for the UK Government:
In the short-term it could:
 Develop a new UK Strategy for Citizens Abroad supervised by an identified Minister
with a dedicated unit at the FCDO and staff in embassies and missions to deliver that
strategy;
 Improve online Embassy engagement with the British communities through improved
websites, social media presence and regular email newsletters;
 Ensure that British Citizens abroad are made aware of the Government’s decision to end the
15 year cap on overseas voting rights this year and develop voter registration campaigns;
 Improve handover procedures to encourage better information sharing about key
influencers and networks;
 Earmark a proportion of the lobbying budgets of the Embassy and Mission to engage with
key influencers in the British communities in Brussels and Washington DC through both
professional and social events and activities; and
 Explore additional short-term consular support to the Embassy in Brussels to assist with
immediate post-Brexit bureaucratic challenges.
In the medium-term it could:
 Make moderate capital investment, particularly in the UK’s presence in Brussels, to open up
Embassies to be reimagined as flexible hubs for the British community and businesses;
 Improve information management through a new Customer Relations Management (CRM)
or other system to share information about key networks and retain institutional memory;
 Develop a British heritage strategy to engage with the broader community, particularly in
the US and other Anglophone countries, who trace their roots to the UK; and
 Enable consular services to better support complex case handling in country.
In the long-term it could:
 Reconsider overseas Parliamentary representation in the context of House of Lords reform.
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Appendix One: Diaspora governance and key institutions in the UK
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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Appendix Two: Diaspora engagement and the Integrated Review
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

By Andra-Lucia Martinescu
The Integrated Review (IR) sets out to forge an ambitious trajectory for Global Britain in an
international environment riddled with multifaceted challenges.84 The proposals put forward in this
report strengthen that strategic vision as well as the attainment of the UK’s foreign policy objectives,
a task that will most certainly require agility, openness, adaptability, and an innovative approach to
projecting power, as set in the PM’s forward note to the IR.
While only able to explore snippets of these vibrant and resourceful British communities living and
working in the international power centres of Washington DC and Brussels it becomes clear that the
impact of their potential contributions is both measurable and potentially significant in supporting
Britain’s renewed outlook. The social capital of British Citizens abroad if deployed and utilised
innovatively it can bolster Global Britain’s strategic posture in a cost-effective manner, without the
requirement of institutional restructuring, all whilst maintaining an embedded competitive
advantage.
§ How can this social capital translate into an institutional resource both at home and abroad?
§ How can the diaspora strengthen the UK’s strategic and foreign policy objectives if appropriately
acknowledged and integrated in future policy frameworks?
The following section is structured around the driver mapping or PEST analysis (Political, Economic,
Social & Technological factors), placing the British diaspora in the context of its contributions to
Britain’s strategic vision - ‘Global Britain in a competitive age’.85 Although not exhaustive, the
proposed method may also be applied to policy-stress testing, a pathway towards identifying novel
and robust responses to the multifaceted challenges ahead. The combined dimensions will hopefully
provide an answer as to why the British diaspora, if coupled with other instruments, can solidify
UK’s level of ambition globally, thus bridging existing resources with a long-term outlook.
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A complete version can be accessed here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/969402/The_Integrated_Review_of_
Security__Defence__Development_and_Foreign_Policy.pdf. Relevant extracts can be found in the Annex section of this report.
85 Driver mapping or PESTLE Analysis has been widely employed as a tool for futures thinking and foresight across the UK Government as
set through the analytical framework proposed by the Government Office for Science. A detailed version can be accessed here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/674209/futures-toolkit-edition-1.pdf
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1. Strategic Objectives. The UK’s integrated approach and strategic framework (mutually
reinforcing objectives) – relevant extracts from ‘Global Britain in a competitive age’.86
Strategic Objectives (SOs):
The Integrated Approach:
‘The UK will not be able to achieve these
objectives working alone: collective action and
co-creation with our allies and partners will be
vitally important in the decade ahead – leading
by example where we have unique or significant
strengths (…) and identifying where we are better
placed to support others in leading the advance
towards our shared goals.’
‘The logic of integration is to make more of finite
resources within a more competitive world in
which speed of adaptation can provide decisive
advantage. It is a response to the fact that
adversaries and competitors are already acting in
a more integrated way’.
‘(…) the UK will also bring an integrated approach
to working with others around the world – that is,
we will combine hard and soft power, harness the
public and private sector, and deploy British
expertise from inside and outside government in
pursuit of national objectives.’ (pp.:19-21)

i. Sustaining strategic advantage through
science and technology. (…) This will be
essential in gaining economic, political and
security advantages in the coming decade and in
shaping international norms in collaboration
with allies and partners. (SO1)
ii. Shaping the open international order of
the future. (…) we will ensure that it is one in
which open societies and open economies can
flourish as we move forward in the digital age –
creating a world that is more favourable to
democracies and the defence of universal
values. (SO2)
iii. Strengthening security and defence at
home and overseas. (…) We will also place
greater emphasis on building our capacity and
that of like-minded nations around the world in
responding to a growing range of transnational
state threats (…). (SO3)
iv. Building resilience at home and overseas.
(…) We will improve our own ability to
anticipate, prevent, prepare for, respond to and
recover from risks – as well as that of our allies
and partners, recognising the closely
interconnected nature of our world. (SO4)

2. The Driver Mapping (PEST Analysis) places the British diaspora in the context of its
contributions to Britain’s strategic vision.
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HMG, Global Britain in a Competitive Age: the Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy, March 2021,
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POLITICAL FACTORS


LEVEL

Segments of the British diaspora are uniquely positioned to extend government
outreach and enable access, through already established personal and
professional networks (in country of residence institutions, as well as international
organisations and civil society).
British communities living abroad form a strategic constituency in their countries
of residence, which in turn creates an opportunity structure for the diffusion of
good governance norms elsewhere.



Many British nationals abroad already act as a soft power instrument, a repository
of local intelligence through their expertise and immersion/participation in the
countries of residence political & policy spheres, this particularly relates to
continuity in the provision of knowledge & insights (evidence-based
policy/decision-making).



British nationals abroad are attuned to and participate (even indirectly) in homecountry politics (in the UK), mediating an understanding of national interests to
external audiences; expatriate support for domestic political and strategic agendas
can strengthen societal and political acceptance overseas, a grassroots mechanism
by which legitimacy is built around development and human rights, for instance.

NATIONAL



A significant number of countries are at different stages of developing or
successfully implementing diaspora engagement strategies, which provides a
competitive advantage in terms of maximising impact and outreach, as well as
actively shaping an international order premised on openness.

GLOBAL

BILATERAL/
TRANSNATIONAL



CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS/ ALIGN WITH…

SO2
 The UK’s openness to the flow of trade, capital, data,
ideas, and talent is essential to our long-term
prosperity.
 (…) There are multiple systems of international
institutions, laws, rules and norms that comprise the
international order. We must tailor our approach to
the opportunities and challenges we face in each of
them (…).
 Our efforts to reverse this decline in global freedom
must start at home, with open societies working
together to strengthen our domestic governance and
resilience, agree common agendas for future action,
and tackle with speed and agility those challenges
that undermine our citizens’ security and prosperity.
 The UK will also work with allies, like-minded
partners and civil society worldwide to protect
democratic values, as part of our force for good
agenda. In many instances, this will involve working
bilaterally with countries to strengthen their
domestic governance and to build their resilience to
threats and hazards.
Align with the Integrated Approach.
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ECONOMIC FACTORS
British communities abroad are an asset in facilitating and promoting trade and
foreign direct investments (FDI) through connections between producers and
consumers in countries of origin and residence, thus contributing significantly
towards UK’s trade agenda & goals (promoting exports).87



Based on a number of studies, diaspora networks have the capacity to maximise
investment at home (both direct and portfolio), but also transnationally,
thereby reducing transaction and information costs.88 These assumptions can
be extrapolated to British diaspora networks (business or otherwise), since their
established reputation has the potential to sustain UK’s posture and further its
agenda within multilateral settings (i.e. international organisations)



British entrepreneurs, business owners, experts etc. have a grasp of local
economies, often acting as a bilateral conduit; for instance, such networks can
create overtures and facilitate bilateral trade agreements (cost-effective
mediation).



Enablers for economic growth, bilateral chambers of commerce and business
associations can act as catalysts for further investment at home through
market insights, operational information, persuasion and mutual trust, thus
alleviating informal trade barriers.
Established practices (the way in which British nationals operate and conduct
business abroad) generate more predictability (i.e. across emerging markets), a
spill over of norms, as well as harmonised operational modes, thus encouraging
stronger integration between trading partners.

GLOBAL



BILATERAL /
TRANSNATIONAL



LEVEL

CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS/ ALIGN WITH…
SO2
 To nurture a strong UK economy that delivers for all
citizens and is more competitive internationally.
 Negotiate bilateral and regional free trade
agreements, reducing trade barriers, opening up
opportunities for UK exporters, maintaining high
standards and reinvigorating relationships with
trading partners, old and new.
 Secure market access and influence the rules,
regulations and standards of our trading partners.
 Enable developing countries’ integration into the
global economy, creating stronger trade and
investment partners for the future
 Promote exports and support business across the UK.
We will support businesses with a range of activity
across the UK (…).
Align with the geographical scope & approach:
‘Our patterns of trade and investment are as global as they
are European, and our international policy reflects this
reality. Our aim is to be well-placed to take advantage of
emerging markets, shifts in the global economy and global
progress in S&T (…)’ (p.62)
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Kathleen Newland and Sonia Plaza, What We Know About Diasporas and Economic Development, Migration Policy Institute Policy Brief, No.5, September, 2013,
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/publications/Diasporas-EconomicDevelopment.pdf
88 David Leblang. 2010. ‘Familiarity Breeds Investment: Diaspora Networks and International Investment’ in The American Political Science Review (104:3). Pp.: 584-600. See
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229002109_Familiarity_Breeds_Investment_Diaspora_Networks_and_International_Investment
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SOCIAL FACTORS
Often part of mixed families (as indicated by the survey responses from Brussels
and Washington DC) British nationals residing abroad bring a diverse,
multinational and multicultural social capital, with a capacity to strengthen and
inform a broader agenda (i.e. development and stability).



Cultural/national / historical affinities (British affiliation, by ancestry) expand
the diplomatic effects of soft power, for instance, by activating networks of
strategic supporters in key institutions abroad (in countries of residence as well
as international organisations).89



The global connections of British nationals abroad are a valuable asset, a fullyfledged resilient network and a conduit for the projection of norms, values, as
well as strategic interests.



Anglophilia equally stems from the presence of British nationals, organisations
and their networks in other countries; thus, by encouraging their sense of
belonging through involvement, participation and acknowledgment would
solidify and legitimise Global Britain’s posture; leading by example through
inclusion.

TRANSNATIONAL / GLOBAL



LEVEL

CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS/ ALIGN WITH…

SO2, SO4
 Open societies are crucial building blocks in a
sustainable international order, modelling inclusive,
accountable and transparent governance.
 The UK’s soft power is rooted in who we are as a
country: our values and way of life, and the vibrancy
and diversity of our Union. It is central to our
international identity as an open, trustworthy and
innovative country. It helps to build positive
perceptions of the UK, create strong people-topeople links and familiarity with our values through
cultural exchange and tourism.
 (…) the Government’s main role is to: create a
conducive enabling environment in which
independent organisations, assets and networks in
every part of the UK can flourish; assist them in
building mutually beneficial international
relationships; and harness, where possible, their
outputs for global goods (…). (pp. 50-51)
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Britain has consistently deployed a constellation of institutional bodies and agencies operating abroad, such as the British Council and the BBC as soft power instruments. However, the UK has been less effective in
utilising British heritage (in Washington DC) as an outreach tool for cultivating relationships and projecting soft power. See for instance, ‘Brexit Britain Collides With Irish Soft Power in Washington’ in Bloomberg
Politics (November, 2020): https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-19/brexit-britain-collides-with-irish-soft-power-in-washington.
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TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
British expertise and know-how operating from abroad sustains the
UK’s ambition as a global innovator, complementary to attracting
foreign talent and skill at home (need to maintain competitive
advantage).90



British emigrants are amongst the top global innovators, with a higher
proportion of those residing abroad registering patents (approx. 20
per cent of total patents filed by nationality).91



British presence abroad strengthens UK’s global innovation impact,92
creating scope for projecting the digital agenda in under-explored
areas, through networks, expertise and local/regional insights. For
instance, by facilitating the creation of innovation hubs and exchange
infrastructures across multiple geographies or acting as proxies for
partnerships. For instance, the UK’s innovation partnerships can be
leveraged through expatriate (scientific and technological) networks
and presence.

TRANSNATIONAL / GLOBAL



LEVEL

CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS/ ALIGN WITH…
SO1, SO2, SO3
 Building a durable competitive edge in S&T depends on
ensuring that the success of our research base translates into
influence over the design and use of critical and emerging
technologies.
 To unlock the full potential of the UK’s S&T and data
ecosystem by improving and accelerating the ‘pull through’
from research to commercialisation.
 The UK’s ambition is to become the top destination for
international talent (…).
 To improve our ability to identify, build and use the UK’s
strategic S&T capabilities.
 To build a strong and varied network of international S&T
partnerships, as an essential component of the owncollaborate-access framework and to shape the responsible
use of technology.

90

More structured interactions in the form of return inducements as well as facilities for expatriate start-ups in the UK are only a facet of prospective engagement. There are more dynamic approaches, such as
‘brain circulation’ through applied collaborations and joint projects with leading scientific and technological facilities where British presence and reputation are already established, which can be achieved by
leveraging / engaging British (scientific and technological) talent abroad.
91 The analysis below touches on the investment capabilities of expatriate communities and diasporas in general, showing a higher degree of resilience. This can strengthen cross-business interactions with
international knowledge networks fostering innovation at home by boosting commercial research. See for instance, The Economist, Migrant Brainpower, June 2015,
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21656175-migrant-brainpower
92 According to a KPMG study, in 2020 the UK dropped to fourth in global innovation, disruption and technology, behind the US, China and India. KPMG, The UK drops to fourth in global innovation, March 2020,
https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home/media/press-releases/2020/03/the-uk-drops-to-fourth-in-global-innovation-disruption-and-technology.html
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An integrated and creatively deployed diaspora engagement strategy would strengthen the 2030
vision of a Global Britain. To this extent, it becomes imperative to understand why certain actors (i.e.
China and India), both featuring considerably in the strategic document, have significant traction in
areas such as technological development, scientific innovation and disruption. Part of the
explanation resides in the fact that both actors’, as well as other countries’, augmented impact
stems from a multi-faceted approach that seeks to maintain competitive advantage by integrating
and absorbing output from abroad, as well as the diaspora’s vast, networked capabilities (in
conjunction with domestic/institutional policy instruments).
The dynamic of growth is accelerated by ‘strengthening trade and investment linkages,’ with
diasporas enabling technology transfers and adoption, but also through informal networks that
facilitate knowledge diffusion and exchange.93 Apart from its positive impact on trade and
investment flows, the networked diaspora (business or otherwise) helps alleviate other constraints,
such as informal trade barriers, particularly the weak enforcement of international contracts and
poor/inadequate access to information regarding international trading opportunities.94 For instance,
a community of Indian engineers based in Silicon Valley facilitated the outsourcing of software
development from California to cities such as Bangalore and Hyderabad.95 The common thread in
such cases has been the expatriate elites’ access to policy-relevant institutions in the countries of
origin, which helped materialise innovative contributions across multiple sectors (business and
technology, social entrepreneurship, civic engagement etc.).
Albeit with varying degrees of success, states integrate and deploy this resource to consolidate not
only their posture, but also their influence. However, such developments can be detrimental to
other powers’ domestic resilience, particularly when it comes to sensitive technologies and critical
infrastructures. In this sense, whilst recognising China’s international stature, the Strategic
Framework aptly captures its disruptive potential.
In effect, diaspora engagement in UK’s case can be consolidated incrementally, first by opening a
conversation at policy and decision-making levels regarding its utility, potential impact and
calibration within existing frameworks (i.e. as a sub-strategy).
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Appendix Three: Country comparisons on diaspora engagement
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

By Andra-Lucia Martinescu
Based on their potential replicability, below are examples of how different countries
approach/integrate diasporans (expatriates) through a mix of policy instruments and communityled autonomous initiatives.
Denmark: Copenhagen Goodwill Ambassadors
Initially a private initiative but later integrated with the Government, the global leadership network
promotes Denmark and Copenhagen internationally across various sectors – foreign investment,
business, social capital, tourism, etc. It operates in over 25 countries and comprises more than 50
business leaders, entrepreneurs, innovators, cultural leaders, branding experts, public opinion
influencers residing abroad.96 Drawing upon their established local networks the ambassadors
promote Copenhagen and Denmark as a destination of choice for business and investment, whilst
diffusing Danish values and norms globally. Maintaining a wide geographical span, the initiative
combines both offline and online networking methods, through annual gatherings and online
purpose-driven collaborations (new and social media). The impact is also measurable and this
particularly smart-targeted, cost-effective approach that builds upon existing resources, has helped
identify emerging areas for development. Thus, through networked lobby/advocacy investment
opportunities could be effectively reaped - for instance, Cisco opened its Internet of Everything
Research and Development Centre in Copenhagen.
Ireland: Ireland Reaching Out
Ireland’s decentralised approach to diaspora engagement has been particularly successful in terms
of supporting a diverse portfolio of community-led, autonomous initiatives. The Government
integrates organically the already formed networks, strategically maximising its projection
capabilities and support base. Ireland Reaching Out, a volunteer-run initiative funded by the
Government employs community forums and online databases to inform about Irish ancestry and
geographies of origin, thus fuelling an interest in cultural/national affiliation, whilst promoting
Ireland and Irish heritage abroad.97
Lithuania: Migration in Numbers
Premised on transparency and open access the website publishes statistical data on migration,
including return migration.98 Through this data-led approach, the Government improves knowledge
and accessibility, strategically engaging its citizens by fostering an informed understanding of
migration trends (only using official statistical data).
Scotland: Scottish Business Network (SBN)
This independent body (similar to British bilateral business associations/networks, chambers of
commerce), amplifies business networking capabilities and exposure at a global level.99 As part of a
wider contact-mapping initiative, SBN conducted a survey of diaspora businesses to gather insights
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More details: Copenhagen Goodwill Ambassadors, https://gwa.copcap.com/whereweare.
Ireland xo, see website: https://irelandxo.com/
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EMB, About Us, https://123.emn.lt/en/about-us/
99 Scottish Business Network, see website: https://www.sbn.scot/
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from within the community on how to deliver support and services, whilst identifying tangible
follow-up actions.
South Korea: World Federation for Overseas Korean Traders Association (World-OKTA)
In engaging its diaspora, the Korean Government focuses primarily on the economic dimension,
tailoring its policies based on the specific profiles of migrant populations (highly skilled,
entrepreneurs, labourers etc.). For instance, through a federated network of Korean businesses
abroad, over 600 small and medium-sized companies in Korea signed deals with Korean
entrepreneurs residing overseas, through an ‘export matching’ service provided by the World OKTA,
significantly raising the country’s economic profile.100 As a compelling argument, the ROK trades
more with countries where diaspora communities have a significant demographic presence.101
United Kingdom: FCDO – UK in Romania (public diplomacy blog)102
Whilst not specifically aimed as an outreach for British expatriates, this particular example of good
practice, documenting bilateral relations through a diplomatic prism across strategic areas of
cooperation, can be extended to diaspora engagement (British nationals in those countries of
residence). This cost-effective digital solution can contribute towards enhancing relations between
Embassies/diplomatic missions and diasporic communities, through intensified (constructive)
opinion exchange and trust-building. For instance, contributions to the blog (or alternatively on the
Embassies’ pages, in monthly/weekly newsletters) can be effectively extended to British nationals
residing abroad.
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Yonhap News Agency, Over 600 S. Korean SMEs clinch overseas deals: World – OKTA, April 2017,
https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20170427010100320
101 Inbom Choi, Korean Diaspora in the Making: Its Current Status and Impact on the Korean Economy (Institute for International
Economics).
102 Blog entries available at: https://blogs.fcdo.gov.uk/uk-in-romaina/
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